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Courageous love
in the rubbish
dumps of Manila
Jane Walker is the founder of the Purple Community Fund, which is
transforming the lives of families who are scraping a living on the rubbish
dumps of Manila. Here Jane tells the story of her incredible journey.

I

AM a 15-year-old girl, homeless,
too young to collect beneﬁts, and
with a sufficient amount of trauma
behind me to severely cloud my
perception about life, people and
relationships. My life back then was all
about survival.
I worked from the ground up in the
newspaper industry and swam to the lofty
heights of senior management, managing
the sales of 28 newspapers in the Midlands
and West Country. All this, while my
personal life sank into one of fear, isolation
and desperate loneliness.
In 1996, aged 33, I started to question
the purpose of my life. Selling papers
didn’t feel as fulﬁlling as it used to be and
I couldn’t shake the feeling that there was
more to life than my current experiences.
I took a sabbatical from work and
travelled to the Philippines to think about
my future.
In Manila, the ﬁrst thing I did was to
read a newspaper. I read stories about
families living in broken down shanties
and their homes demolished by bulldozers
to make way for new roads.
I wanted to see for myself what a
squatter area looked like. I jumped in a
taxi and asked him to take me to worst
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squatter area he knew. The driver wasn’t
keen. He said it was not safe for white
women. I promised to stay inside the taxi,
but as soon as we arrived in the Tondo
district of Manila and I saw the shanty
housing, I jumped out for a closer look.
I couldn’t believe how families could
live in these tiny, dark shacks. They were
no bigger than a small garden shed, with
no electricity, running water or sanitation.
The walls were made with secondhand
pieces of wood nailed together with rusty
sheets of corrugated metal and an old
truck tyre to secure the roof. I felt sick to
my stomach to think that entire families
were calling these shacks their homes. It
hurts to say this, but even our animals live
in a better conditions than these families.
I saw two little boys, one dragging a
sack behind him, the other swinging a
metal hook. I was curious what they were
doing and followed them up a dirt track.
I couldn’t believe what I was seeing.
Some of the children were as young as two
years of age, knee-deep in rubbish, their
little bodies covered in cuts and dirt.
They were picking up pieces of plastic
and putting them in sacks. The smell from
the dump site was so putrid it was difficult
to breathe without wincing. Rotting food,

hospital waste, decaying carcasses from
the abattoirs. All the while, toxic ﬁres and
smoke ﬁlled the air.
There was nothing digniﬁed about this
place. But oddly, this was the place where
I had my epiphany moment. That moment
when I knew I had a choice to help or
walk away, a choice that would change the
direction for the rest of my life.
When I looked at the faces of the
children, I realised they were destined to
spend their entire lives living and working
in other people’s rubbish, unable to
change their own futures. That feeling of
hopelessness reminded me how I felt when
I was a child, of not being able to stop or
change something horrible that what was
rotarygbi.org

Young children living on the rubbish dump in Manila are exposed to unparalleled squalor

happening to me. It took me back to a
place in my own childhood, a place that I
had tried for years to forget.
My childhood was complicated,
separated by the courts from my sister who
went to live with her abusive father.
We remained apart until I was eightyears-old when the courts granted my
mother custody. Although I was well
provided for, the essential ingredients for
a happy secure childhood were deﬁnitely
missing. The situation in my family was
tense. My father’s temper was often out
of control, my mother was emotionally
unstable and had attempted suicide which,
at the age of 12, I had also tried.
When I was 15, my parents gave me an
rotarygbi.org

“I couldn’t believe how
families could live in these
tiny, dark shacks. They
were no bigger than a
small garden shed with no
electricity, running water
or sanitation.”
ultimatum to live with my aunt and uncle
in Cornwall, or they would hand me over
to Social Services because they no longer
wanted me to live with them. I, of course,

opted to stay with my aunt.
A fresh start, I thought, which ended
quickly when my uncle raped me. So
I ended up in Bournemouth, Dorset,
homeless and alone.
I was lucky. I managed to ﬁnd a job
as a live-in chambermaid in a hotel and,
because of that opportunity; I was saved
from the untold horrors of living on the
streets.
Of course, I was haunted by the ghosts
of my past, but I found my escape in hard
work and, with the aid of recreational
drugs and drink, that helped get me
through.
Back on the dump site, I looked at these
children and could almost feel
Rotary // 5
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their despair and hopelessness.
I knew that if I walked away and wished them well, I would be
no different from the teachers who didn’t report the bruises, or the
doctors who ignored my eating disorder, or the social worker who
didn’t believe my stories, and the policewoman who advised me to
run away because my uncle would abuse me again.
I was now the professional. If I had walked away – wouldn’t I
be the same as all those professionals who had a choice to help me,
but who decided not to?
I felt out of my depth, unqualiﬁed to help, and maybe the
easiest thing to do would have been to walk away, but I knew I
would regret that decision. If I cared enough, I would ﬁnd the
courage to try.

“I felt out of my depth, unqualiﬁed to
help, and maybe the easiest thing to do
would have been to walk away.”
I returned to England to learn why there were so many child
workers in the Philippines, and what could be done to help the
children and their families have a better life.
So I decided to build a small day care centre for 60 children in
Tondo using my savings. But I knew this wasn’t going to change the
children’s lives so, in 2002, I started my own charity, The Purple
Community Fund, to raise money to send them to school.

Children earn around 8p to gather 1kg of used plastic bottles
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Please help
us grow

F

or 10 years, Jane Walker was a member of the
London Rotary in Mayfair, and also Makati
Nielsen Rotary in the Philippines. Later this
month, when she moves back to Manila for
good, Jane intends to rejoin a club in the
Philippines’ capital.
“We have been working with Rotary as far back as 2003,”
explained Jane. “Rotary has funded a lot of our capital
expenditure such as for two school buses and for solar panels.
“Rotary has also provided funds for sewing machines
to make school uniforms, and helped with buying school
equipment, such as computers and tablets.
“Most recently, Rotary helped to ﬁnd £2,000 to fund
shoemaking machinery. We have also worked closely with
Ian Parker’s Rotary charity ‘Literacy in a Box’ and have been
recipients of Rotary’s Christmas shoeboxes.”
Rotarians across Great Britain & Ireland have become ﬁrm
supporters of the Purple Community Fund.
In 2016, Dennis Meadus, a retired teacher from Rotary
Portsmouth & Southsea, raised $70,000 to send three
teachers to Manila to carry out teacher training. And earlier
this year, the material from a banner used for the Rotary
District 1110 conference in Jersey, was adapted as a tarpaulin
for some of the homes ﬂooded from tropical monsoons.
When Jane arrives in Manila in December, one of her
ﬁrst tasks will be to push through a project for a new multipurpose building on 4,000 square metres of land which the
Philippines’ government has given the charity. This will be
used to provide employment opportunities for another 50
men and women in the capital.
“Our shoe-making project is going from strength to
strength making 100% recycled school shoes from the inner
tubes of truck tyres and aeroplane tyres. We hope to expand
this, so that we can employ 40 fathers,” added Jane.
“We are building a new gym to start a martial arts academy
and provide keep ﬁt, as well as a space for the scout and guides
to run their community programmes.
“Our most ambitious project is to purchase a machine
which recycles any grade plastic into fuel to clean landﬁll sites.
It will be the ﬁrst machine of its kind in the Philippines.”
What more can Rotary do? Jane replied: “Keep funding us,
so we can grow with conﬁdence.”

•
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Despite the awful conditions in Tondo, there is a sense of community and hope among those who live there

My sister Andrea was touched by the
stories I told her and she decided to help
me fund-raise as well.
I went back to the Philippines and
asked the parents what they wanted me to
do for them. They directed me to an old
disused warehouse and suggested I start a
school for their children.
We cleaned the building and painted
the walls. We bought second-hand pieces

“At the end of the day, all
the waste was emptied
outside of their shanties
and separated again into
piles which could be sold
for a few pennies a kilo.”
of furniture and I posted a sign advertising
for teachers. I fed the children one meal
a day with snacks, but after three months
they were still not gaining any weight.
So I took them to a paediatrician who
told me they were riddled with intestinal
worms and gave me a chocolate de8 // Rotary

worming drink for them.
It was here that I made my ﬁrst major
mistake. I de-wormed over 200 children
on a Thursday, so you can imagine what
happened when they came to school the
next day. Suffice to say, we always worm on
a Friday now!
The children kept missing days from
school to go to work. I didn’t understand
why this was happening so I decided to
move onto the dump site and live with the
families to learn more about their lives.
This is where I learned that wonderful
things happen when we learn to live and
love courageously. I learnt that nothing is
as it ﬁrst seems.
I thought the children were forced to
work by their parents, but I learnt that it
was the children who decided to help their
parents. They understood that if they don’t
work, they don’t eat, and so children at a
very young age were bearing the weight of
adulthood on their young shoulders.
It was robbing them of their
childhoods, and yet the children were not
resentful, they all worked together as a
team.
When I worked on the dump site, the
parents and children showed me what

pieces of waste to collect. When they
realised I didn’t have much waste in my
sack, they shared their waste with me.
I learnt how hard their job really was.
To be bent down with your face so close to
the ground, with all its smells, and staying
in that position for almost 10 hours a day.
Physically, it was exhausting. I am
pretty sure this is one of the worst jobs in
the world.

Young children toil on the rubbish dump
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Plastic bags littered the dumpsite and
were ﬁlled with human waste, but still
everyone shook open these bags in case
there was something valuable inside, so I
got splattered in excrement.
We soldiered on until it was dark. I
was desperate for a hot bath, but instead
I washed outside their shanties in a small
bowl of cold water, with a piece of soap the
size of 10 pence piece. When I looked up, I
saw 300 Filipinos watching me.
I guess they weren’t used to seeing
a white woman washing outside their
homes!
I learnt that despite the lack of basic
services such as sanitation and running
water, families were house proud. They
kept their shanties and themselves
immaculately clean.
At the end of the day, all the waste
was emptied outside of their shanties and
separated again into piles which could be

sold for a few pennies a kilo.
With this money, some rice and noodles
were bought for our evening meal. We
shared the evening meal on one plate and
ate with our hands.
At bedtime the children wrapped up
my feet in their clothes because they said
the rats sometimes come in and nibble
their hard skin.
All through this, the family went
about their everyday life. They chatted
and laughed, they cleaned up and went to
sleep.
They had grown accustomed to
living with the rats, the cockroaches
and enormous spiders. Diarrhoea,
sickness, coughs and colds, as well as skin
complaints, were as much part of their
lives as making a cup of tea is to us.
Soon I understood how everyone
owned their possessions lightly, knowing
that ﬁre, eviction, disease or a typhoon

Jane Walker’s dream is to eradicate
child labour on the site

Children who sift through the rubbish dump are now receiving an education
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could take away everything they have in a
second.
They taught me that sometimes life is
hard and sometimes it’s not. Everything
passes, nothing good or bad lasts forever.
It’s pointless to question why, the only
thing that lasts is the love they have for
each other.
This was a brand new concept for me.
The families seemed to live without
bitterness or blame, and I found myself
able to let go of the emotions which had
kept me bound to my past. I saw beauty
in their lives and the lessons I had learnt
freed my mind from the thoughts that had
tortured me all my life.
The more time I spent with the
families, the more I learned, the more
I discovered many things that they had
initially kept hidden from me.
rotarygbi.org

For example, I learned how some of the
mothers and teenage girls sold their bodies
on the streets to supplement their income,
also, how some families had lost children
to the pimps and paedophiles who preyed
on the dump sites, and how almost
every family I met had lost a close family
member because of untreated injuries,
infection or disease.
How nearly every infant was born
severely malnourished and many died.
I felt their pain, in a way that even now,
nearly 20 years on, has never left me.
Whenever I think about the plight of
these poor Filipinos, my heart ﬁlls up with
love. I become protective towards them.
I want to shield them from any more
suffering because no human being should
ever have to endure what they have
endured and, sadly, continue to endure.
rotarygbi.org

I am in awe of them, full of admiration
and respect for them and want the world
to see the immense beauty of their spirits.
Meeting them has changed not only my
life, but my sister’s too.
She gave up a well-paid job to stand
by my side, and together we have made it
our lives’ work to create a pathway out of
poverty for the children and their families.
We built the world’s ﬁrst school made
from 80 x 40 foot recycled shipping
containers to educate every child living on
the dump site. Now we have educated over
16,000 children.
The school provides local employment.
We have taught a few thousand men
and women new skills so they can earn a
regular income and provide for their own
children.
More than 100,000 people have been

treated through our poverty reduction
programmes.
And we have created a brand of
products made from all sorts of recycled
materials which we also sell for them. This
provides a regular income for parents.
None of us know the outcome of where
a courageous act will take us or the impact
it will have. I have come to the conclusion
that courageous love not only changes the
world we live in, but it also changes us.

•

To ﬁnd out more about the charity,
please visit:
Purple Community Fund:
www.p-c-f.org
Email: info@p-c-f.org
Telephone: 01489 790219
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Rotary GBI President

The gift of time

A

T this time of year, we are planning what gifts we
will give our family and friends. We’re thinking of
what we will cook, who we are inviting to join us
and when is the best time to have a party.
We have the date in our diaries for the
Christmas services, the school nativities of our children,
grandchildren or great grandchildren!
We wake in panic - well I do – thinking: “Have I bought
enough, have I forgotten anyone?” This year I will do all the above
yet again, despite knowing I should not!
In truth, we need not make the fuss, worry or panic, because we
are fortunate. We have, a roof over our heads, food in cupboards
and family members to be proud of. People who care, value and
love us for who we are, not for what we own or can give them.
You will dress your tree and watch the twinkling lights, the
decorations hanging may have a personal meaning.
My new tree decorations are made from tin-can ring pulls
taken from a waste tip, where no-one would want to live or work.
When I see my twinkling lights this Christmas Eve, I will be
grateful that my family have that roof, food and love.
But a simple purchase may have made a difference, not just to
the planet which needs us to recycle and consider sustainability
but, importantly, to the person making those items.
Someone who is maybe not living on that rubbish tip today
because of this new opportunity.
I will have friends, family and colleagues to talk to, clients
12 // Rotary
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Donna Wallbank

sharing their thoughts all through the month and I will be
surrounded by noise and excitement. How incredibly lucky am I?
Earlier this year, I met an elderly homeless lady, who I had seen
a few days before. My husband Steve and I had taken some warm
food, drink and toiletries to her. She thanked us for our kindness.
We sat and spoke for less than 15 minutes about nothing in
particular. As we left, she thanked us enthusiastically, telling us
how few people stop to speak to her because of how she looks.
It meant more to her that we gave her our time not measuring
her plight negatively.
Sitting with that lady on that day, was easy. Nothing was
calling me. But do we make enough free time in our busy lives?
Would ﬁve minutes a day be too much to ask, or 15 minutes
once a week, to talk to someone who would otherwise remain
ignored.
Your time is as valuable, but could you make time to sit and
speak to someone who you do not know – just once in December?
Make it a gift to yourself as someone who you may normally
pass. Your coin is not as valuable as the time you will take to value
them as a human being. It is about the time you take to speak
to them or to recognise their dog, since the dog may be the only
thing who loves and needs them.
Your actions and time will be meaningful.
I wish you and yours season’s greetings. For the gift of time
that you give in Rotary service, I thank you, wishing you a healthy,
happy and rewarding 2020.

•
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RAISE
FUNDS
FOR YOUR
CLUB

WHAT WILL
YOU DISCOVER
ON YOUR NEX T
ADVENTURE?
Book a holiday with Riviera
Travel and they will give 10%
of the total* cost back to YOUR
Rotary Club in commission!
Riviera Travel offers a wide selection of European
and worldwide escorted tours, plus luxury fourand ﬁve-star river cruises, exciting journeys by
rail, once in a lifetime tall ship adventures and our
transatlantic cruises – something to suit everyone’s
taste and budget, whether travelling as a group or
as an individual.

To request a brochure, or to make a booking, please call:

01283 523438 or visit: www.rtyriviera.co.uk

Please mention Rotary (RTY) and your club name at the time of booking
For group enquiries, or for details on this commission scheme, please email: groups@rivieratravel.co.uk
Riviera Travel, New Manor, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire, DE14 1SP. ABTA V4744 and ATOL 3430 protected. *Some elements are not commissionable, including
room/travel upgrades & supplements, insurance premiums and bookings made through a third party (to include travel agents, online booking sites or any dedicated media partner
departures) and any bookings where the Club name was not mentioned at the time of booking. A commission invoice will be requested from your Rotary Club via an email to the
lead name on the booking in the month following that of the departure. Payment made to the designated account, for all that travel, within 28 days of receipt of invoice. For bookings
conﬁrmed after 1st May 2019, commission will only be paid to the designated Club’s account, not a personal account, for the Club to decide on its use.

ABTA No. V4744

Letters to the Editor
Publicity challenge

I WOULD ask if you would consider
ﬁnding room for this letter in the next issue
of Rotary magazine.
It is easy to stray into the thought
that the work undertaken by Rotarians
is undervalued and, by some, taken for
granted.
But as the letter shows, published with
the writer’s permission, occasionally we
touch someone’s life in a way which makes
all the effort worthwhile.
Paul Stephens
Newport Uskmouth Rotary

Thank you Rotary
AS A family, we would like to extend to
your our heartfelt thanks for the work you
do with the Newport Young Carers’ Group.
Our son David has total kidney failure
and needs to do haemodialysis three times
a week for four-and-a-half hours each time.
Afterwards, he goes to work. He has been
doing this for the last six years since his
kidney transplant failed.
David’s wife Ginny was diagnosed with
progressive Multiple Sclerosis ﬁve years ago
and is quite rapidly deteriorating. She is no
longer able to work, and ﬁnds walking and
simple household tasks difficult.
Therefore, we were extremely grateful
and delighted that their son Joel, who is
eight-years-old, has been recognised as a
young carer recently and has been taken
out with the group for the ﬁrst time to meet
other carers and have a fantastic time at the
trampoline centre in Spytty.
We are mindful of the fact that your
Rotary club ﬁnancially supports this group
and we would like to thank you very much
for doing this. We are certain that Joel will
beneﬁt from the group in many ways, but
particularly by the realisation that he is
not alone with the emotional and physical
pressures that are put on him.
Thank you so much.

I HAVE a vision: that every Rotary
club in Great Britain & Ireland should
have at least one prominent Rotary sign
permanently on display in its town.
Rotary does so much good locally and
globally. But, especially in Great Britain &
Ireland, we are not very good, poor actually,
at telling the Rotary story and helping the
general public to understand and embrace
what we do. If they knew more about our
existence and what we do, which is far more
than just fundraising, then we will get more
people to work with us, support us and even
join us, as well donating more for our great
causes.
There are many ways to raise Rotary’s
visible proﬁle. In Winchester, as well as
having a Rotary gazebo, various ﬂyers,
business cards and using social media, we
explored the idea of getting the City Council
to erect a sign on a major roundabout; but
the cost was far from value for money.
So we decided to procure a number
of three-metre long banners, with an
intentionally non-Rotary slogan - Helping
Our Community. Some are displayed semipermanently, such as outside supermarkets,
occasionally taking them down or moving
their position to optimise their visibility and
impact.
Others we display at events. These
contain a QR code, which has proved useful
and that we are modern.
We have also developed some banners
showing who we partner with, portraying
an even more poignant message to the
public. They aren’t as expensive as you
might think. The cost should be under
£100.
So, my challenge is that all Rotary
clubs should create and display at least one
sign in their town. Will you take up this
challenge?
Richard Spalding
Winchester Rotary

Jenny and Stan Griffiths
Newport
We welcome your letters on any subject to do with Rotary. Submissions should not be more than 250 words long. Please include your name and address.
Email: editor@rotarygbi.org or post to: Rotary magazine, Rotary in Great Britain & Ireland, Kinwarton Road, Alcester, Warwickshire B49 6PB. The comments
made on this page do not necessarily represent the views of Rotary in Great Britain & Ireland and Rotarians.
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ARE YOU SITTING
COMFORTABLY?
With the Backfriend® lightweight
portable back support, you can
get positional relief from back
pain wherever you sit.

AT HOME

RELAXING

WORKING

DRIVING

100+
PRODUCTS
FOR BACK PAIN
REQUEST YOUR
FREE COPY
NOW

Backrest adjustable for height
and angle to suit user
Lightweight and portable –
use it everywhere
More than half a million users
in 37 countries

Best back help ever!
I have been using a Backfriend for
driving and wouldn’t be without it.
It has given me back my joy of
driving, which had disappeared in
the years I struggled with
persistent low back pain. Mrs H, Cumbria

LIGHT AND
PORTABLE

Manufactured by MEDesign
right here in the UK

Request your free Backfriend literature and price list now.

Available in 8 colours

Name:

14 day
money back
guarantee

19-RTY12
You can relax knowing no sales people will call and we NEVER pass on enquirers details.

Simply ﬁll out and post free to: MEDesign Ltd, FREEPOST, Southport, PR8 1BR

Address:

Superb Christmas Gift idea

rty@medesign.co.uk

Postcode:

01704 542373
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Disability Sport

Twenty eight sports were showcased at the
Disability Sport Wales’ ‘insport’ series

STEVE JENKINS

Disability given a
sporting chance
Cardiff ’s National Indoor Athletics Centre was the focus of activity for hundreds of youngsters, with a range of
disabilities to be introduced to sport. It was all thanks to the efforts of Rotary in South Wales.
Images courtesy of Steve Pope SportingWales.

E

became ﬁlled with the noise and excitement generated by 750
children. Saturday was for families, allowing more time with the
coaches to learn more about individual events.
Cardiff Bay Rotarian Phil Steele has been our link with insport
from the start. He explained that Rotary became involved in
2008 following the withdrawal of a key sponsor.
Cardiff Bay Rotary stepped in to help with funding and ensure
that the event could go ahead. “We’ve maintained that partnership
every year since,” said Phil. “The real pleasure for us is seeing
the smiling faces of the children and showing that there are no
limitations to what they can achieve and the enjoyment which
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LEVEN years ago, a popular disability sports
showcase was in danger of folding. But thanks to the
support of Cardiff Bay Rotarians, Disability Sport
Wales’ ‘insport’ series is thriving.
Twenty eight disabled sports were showcased
recently at the National Indoor Athletics Centre in Cardiff.
The aim of this two-day, free event is to ensure that sport
is accessible to people, especially children, of all abilities by
encouraging them to try out something new and discover talent
which they didn’t know they had.
Friday was reserved for schools and clubs when this huge arena

participating in sport can give.”
Disability Sport Wales’ Chief Executive
Officer, Fiona Reid, is delighted with this
11-year partnership.
She said: “Rotary’s support allows us to
provide the opportunities showcased and

“A visually impaired little
boy wanted to have a go,
I guided him towards the
target, advised him how to
stand, placed the ball down
and moved the club to
ensure that he hit the ball.”
participated in by so many disabled people
and their families, friends, teachers, and
partners.
“It is very much appreciated by us,
but more importantly by the hundreds of
people who come through the doors.”
In addition to breaking down the
barriers and opening up a new world

of sport for many, some sportsmen and
women have progressed from discovering
their talent at this event to becoming elite
athletes.
In turn, their achievements have
become an inspiration to others such as
Mia Lloyd, aged 11, from Cardigan.
In May 2017 Mia was diagnosed
with a rare type of bone cancer called
osteosarcoma. The primary tumour was
in her left femur but had also spread to her
lungs.
The treatment at the Noah’s Ark
Children’s Hospital in Cardiff was tough
but her parents kept on assuring her that
she was very brave and that they were
extremely proud of her.
She didn’t see it as being brave, she just
wanted to get better and to continue to
make them proud.
In the middle of treatment, she had
life-saving surgery, with an above knee
amputation at the Royal Orthopaedic
Hospital in Birmingham.
This operation also gave Mia the best
chance of a return to the sports she loved
such as golf, athletics and climbing.
She quickly learnt to walk on her

Scaling new heights in Cardiff

new prosthetic leg and the golf course in
particular is a great place to practice – the
fairways and greens are full of slopes and
undulations which help to perfect her
balance and gait.

Rotary has been involved in the games since 2008

rotarygbi.org
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Disability Sport

Pushing yourself to do your best

Making a racket and having fun at Cardiff ’s National Indoor Athletics Centre

Mia, now a Welsh international, is on
an elite training programme and at the
Cardiff showcase was passing on her own
experience to encourage others.
In recent years, the event has been
joined by a growing group of volunteers
who spend the day as part of their
employer’s Corporate Social Responsibility
commitment and who are pleased to wear
the Rotary logo for the day.
This year it was the turn of people from
Deloitte, Admiral Insurance and Lloyds
Bank to help out at all the events.
Wheelchair-bound Ceri Hughes from
Admiral Insurance was thrilled to have
been a part of the occasion.
He said: “A visually impaired little boy
wanted to have a go, I guided him towards
the target, advised him how to stand,
18 // Rotary

placed the ball down and moved the club
to ensure that he hit the ball.
“As he hit the ball, he scored. I told him
his score and he just beamed. He handed
me back the club but then pulled my arm
towards him for a hug and thanked me for
letting him have a go.”
Southern Wales’ District Governor,
Peter Hamilton, was also an impressed
spectator.
He said: “Without Rotary’s support
over many years, this event would not be
running today.
“This is an excellent example of great
things being achieved when Rotary
partners with other organisations to
deliver real beneﬁt to our community and
raise our proﬁle in the process.”

Wheelchair basketball was hotly contested

•

Taking to the track for wheelchair racing

rotarygbi.org

Another
long
winter
and I can’t wait!
With no exterior maintenance
to worry about you can relax
this winter, in the warmth of a
McCarthy & Stone retirement
community.
Our experienced team
take care of everything,
so you can enjoy the more
important things in life.

Rent or buy, we’re here to make it happen
Retirement properties available nationwide
ENGLAND BEDS Bedford BERKS Crowthorne, Maidenhead, Twyford BRISTOL Charlton Hayes, Hanham BUCKS
Amersham, Chalfont St Peter, Farnham Common, Hazlemere CAMBS Peterborough CHES Audlem CORNWALL Bude,
Carlyon Bay CTY DURHAM Darlington CUMBRIA Cockermouth DEVON Exeter, Ottery St. Mary DORSET Poole, Poundbury
E. YORKS Beverley, Bridlington, Brough, Pocklington, Swanland ESSEX Chelmsford, Colchester GLOS Bourton-on-the-Water,
Gloucester, Moreton-in-Marsh, Stow-on-the-Wold GTR LONDON Chislehurst, Upper Norwood GTR MANCHESTER Bamford,
Hazel Grove HANTS Alresford, Alton, Purbrook, Southampton HEREFORDS Hereford HERTS Borehamwood, Buntingford,
Hertford, St Albans KENT Beckenham, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Southborough, Tenterden LANCS Carnforth, Chorley,
Lancaster, Penwortham, Poulton-le-Fylde, Thornton Cleveleys LEICS Market Harborough MIDDLESEX Harrow, Isleworth
NORFOLK Hunstanton, North Walsham NORTHANTS Wellingborough N. YORKS Ripon, Scarborough, Settle, York OXON
Chipping Norton, Didcot, Henley-on-Thames RUTLAND Oakham SHROPS Shrewsbury SOMERSET Bath, Nailsea, Taunton
S. YORKS Bawtry STAFFS Codsall, Leek, Lichfield, Stafford STOKE-ON-TRENT Alsager SUFFOLK Hadleigh SURREY Cobham,
Guildford, Sanderstead, Virginia Water, Walton-on-Thames, Warlingham TYNE & WEAR South Shields WARKS Nuneaton,
Stratford-upon-Avon W. MIDS Edgbaston, Solihull, Tettenhall W. YORKS Cleckheaton, Ilkley W. SUSSEX Worthing WILTS
Devizes, Marlborough, Melksham, Trowbridge WORCS Redditch
SCOTLAND EAST DUNBARTONS Milngavie EAST RENFREWS Newton Mearns GLASGOW Pollokshields
WALES CARDIFF Llanishen DENBIGHS Prestatyn
ISLE OF ANGLESEY Benllech SWANSEA Sketty

Over 50 more developments coming soon

0800 185 5190

or visit mccarthyandstone.co.uk

SC005015

To find out more, call

Talk from the top…
Mark Maloney

Gary C.K. Huang

Tony Black
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LOHA, Rotary! There is no
experience quite like attending the
Rotary International Convention. Discover
the true spirit of aloha and Rotary with
your family, friends, and fellow Rotarians
from June 6th to 10th in Honolulu.
It is the perfect setting for the entire
family of Rotary to celebrate, collaborate,
and connect.
The convention is the best place to ﬁnd
and share your aloha, which you will soon
discover is much more than a greeting.
Just as Rotary is a way of life for
Rotarians, aloha is a way of life for
Hawaiians — one that focuses on living in
harmony, being patient, treating everyone
with respect, and sharing joy with your
family, or ‘ohana.
Our host committee has arranged some
fabulous events for you and your family.
This includes a Hawaiian Culture and
Lunch Boat Cruise, a two-hour tour that
will feature spectacular views of Diamond
Head, Waikiki, and the Kahala Gold
Coast. On board, you can learn to play the
ukulele, take part in hula dancing, and
create your own Hawaiian ﬂower lei.
Our 2020 convention will also be a
time to celebrate Rotary’s historical ties to
the United Nations. June 2020 will mark
the 75th anniversary of the signing of the
United Nations Charter.
On the day before the start of the
convention, Rotary and the UN will host
our ﬁfth joint event of 2019-20, one
focused on environmental sustainability.
In addition, we are planning the
greenest convention in Rotary history —
and I will share more details about this in
the months ahead.
But now, go to riconvention.org and
click the ‘register’ button right below the
Honolulu Hawaii 2020 logo.
Early registration discount pricing ends
December 15th, so do not delay.
Rotary Connects the World in no better
way than at the Rotary Convention. Bring
your family to meet our family.
See you in Honolulu!
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I HAO, Rotarians! The year is
almost over, and I know that
you are thinking about giving gifts and
making last-minute contributions. You
are wondering how best to show your
appreciation and love.
The answer is very simple — make your
gifts to The Rotary Foundation which,
in an independent analysis, was ranked
number one among the world’s bestknown charities. For the 12th consecutive
year, The Rotary Foundation has received
the highest rating, four stars, from Charity
Navigator.
The Foundation earned the maximum
of 100 points for demonstrating both
strong ﬁnancial health and commitment
to accountability and transparency in
Charity Navigator’s August ratings.
In a letter to the Foundation, Charity
Navigator notes that “only 1 per cent of
the charities we evaluate have received at
least 12 consecutive four-star evaluations,
indicating that The Rotary Foundation
outperforms other charities in America.
This exceptional designation from
Charity Navigator sets the Foundation
apart from its peers and demonstrates to
the public its trustworthiness.”
This recognition comes on top of
awards won in the past several years.
Rotary’s commitment to eradicating polio
worldwide won Best Nonproﬁt Act in the
Hero Awards of the One Billion Acts of
Peace campaign, an international global
citizens’ movement to tackle the world’s
most important issues.
And the Association of Fundraising
Professionals — the world’s largest
network of professional fundraisers —
named The Rotary Foundation the World’s
Outstanding Foundation, honouring our
long-term achievements.
It’s easy to say that we belong to one of
the greatest philanthropic organisations
in the world. But the truth is, your Rotary
Foundation is the best.
So close out the year by giving the
greatest gift of all to the world.

T

ODAY, Rotary commands respect
all over the world from governments
and international organisations.
World-wide, Rotarians have
volunteered time and time again,
demonstrating their willingness,
commitment and ability to carry out
projects, big and small, low-key and high
proﬁle, inexpensive to high cost.
We have been involved in many issues
and projects over the years and laid
down the foundations on many that have
eventually been taken up by others.
I believe we should get more involved
in environment projects which are wide
and varied. You might have other ideas.
The discussion is for you in your
clubs is where and how you want to get
involved.
Many of our clubs, districts, Rotary
International and Rotary in Great Britain
& Ireland are changing, hopefully for the
better, but only time will tell.
Old codgers like me may not look on
change kindly, but if we want Rotary to
keep up with the times we need to change,
as long as it is for the right reasons.
We need to grow, thrive and ﬂourish
by active participation, commitment and
involvement in our Rotary clubs.
We live in a fast-moving world,
with modern technology allowing us to
communicate in a way we could never
have imagined even 10 years ago.
Let us make use of the technology in
whatever format we prefer to tell the world
what we do, are doing, and what we plan
to do in the future. No project is too small,
we just need the information out there.
On October 24th, World Polio Day
saw clubs and Rotarians from around the
world actively raising money and creating
awareness of our pledge to eradicate the
world of polio.
As we approach the ﬁnish line, we
know that the last mile will be the most
challenging and probably the most costly.
We must continue our hard work and
commitment to ensure a polio-free world.

rotarygbi.org
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Rotaractor Chris Wells

ANNE FORD

Making a
fresh start
Chris Wells made a big hit at last summer’s Rotary
International Convention in Hamburg where he talked
about his journey with Rotaract and also dealing with
mental health.

A

T this year’s Rotary International Convention in
Hamburg, Chris Wells won over a general session
audience with a combination of high-energy
showmanship and a serious message about mental
health, drawn from his own experience.
A few years after graduating from Leicester’s De Montfort
University in 2011 with a First Class Honours degree in Media
Production, Chris found himself depressed.
“I’d felt a bit crap for months and months and months,”
remembered Chris, now 29. “I was bored, negative all the time,
stuck, not really doing anything. It was getting scary.”
Then two things happened that would change his life. First, a
friend persuaded him to see a psychiatrist. Second, another friend
introduced him to Jim Davies, a member of Market Harborough
Rotary in Leicestershire.
Jim encouraged Chris to get involved with Rotary and
suggested starting a Rotaract club. “I had no idea what to expect,
but I was willing to try anything to not feel like this,” he explained.
Chris dived right into Rotary, helping found the Rotaract Club
of Market Harborough in 2015.
Soon, the new Market Harborough Rotaractors were
participating in a canned-food drive for local food banks, holding
regular pub quiz fund-raisers, and creating a support group for
rotarygbi.org

young stroke patients.
The club also held a night of comedy and music to raise money
for a young man who had been accepted to a prestigious course at
the National Youth Theatre in London, but who couldn’t afford
the fees.
“I was like ‘Right, we’ll have a Christmas concert in the middle
of June, just to confuse everyone,” said Chris. “We raised more
than enough money.”
The Market Harborough Rotaractors’ enthusiasm has proved
contagious – several new Rotaract clubs have been formed in the
district.
Meanwhile, with continuing professional help, Chris’s mental
health has improved. “As soon as I had a purpose that wasn’t my
own, life was a bit easier,” he said.
Chris currently works in media for the Go Make A Difference
charity, based in Loughborough.
As Chris said in his speech at the Hamburg Convention:
“Rotary isn’t the cure for depression and people suffering from
it shouldn’t feel shy about seeking out medical and professional
help…
“But for me, Rotaract truly aided in ﬁlling in some of those
dark and empty spaces inside.”

•
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Volunteer Expo

Volunteer Expo: Where
inspiration happens

W

HETHER you have a cause you’re passionate
about, or looking for your next volunteering
challenge, Volunteer Expo is the place to turn
your passion for changing lives, into action.
Volunteer Expo is Rotary’s exciting new event to connect
volunteers, charities and the whole of civil society under one roof,
which is coming to the NEC in Birmingham from May 1st-3rd,
2020.
“We’re excited to be involved in Volunteer Expo
to meet Rotarians seeking an impactful way
to put ‘service above self ’ and we’d like to talk
with you about volunteering in your community.
Stop by our booth next to Rotary Village to let
us know which area your club represents and to
ﬁnd out about the Age UK in your area.”
Anna Croghan, Network Volunteering
Programme Manager, Age UK and President,
Westminster West Rotary
“We are excited to be at Volunteer Expo and to
have the opportunity to tell people about the
varied roles we have for volunteers onboard the
Africa Mercy. We are looking for volunteers with
medical skills, technical, administrative and even
catering skills. We have something for everyone.”
Christine Brown, Community Partnership
Manager, Mercy Ships UK
“Over the next few years we want to recruit
hundreds of volunteer charity ambassadors to
help ensure that ﬁre ﬁghters across the UK know
all about the support we provide. Volunteer
Expo 2020 provides us with a great opportunity
to showcase these opportunities and hopefully
attract some new volunteers.”
Mark Evans, Director of Fundraising and
Engagement, The Fire Fighters’ Charity

More than 100 engaging and enlightening stands and displays
will make up Volunteer Expo’s main exhibition, as a showcase
of everything which the volunteer sector has to offer for you to
get involved with. This event is about all things volunteering. It’s
about all things community. Which means it’s about you.
We spoke to ﬁve organisations about why they’re getting
involved with Volunteer Expo, which is the ﬁrst event of its kind
in the UK.
“We tend to over 3,000 of the most critically
ill patients within six Midlands counties. This
vital service could not operate without the
generous and selﬂess support we receive from
our volunteers. We are delighted to be attending
Volunteer Expo, highlighting the beneﬁts
of volunteering with our charity, and how a
donation of time can also help to save lives.”
Alison Hill, Volunteer Manager, Midlands Air
Ambulance
“Volunteers are integral to Marie Curie, so we
are delighted to be attending Volunteer Expo
to meet existing volunteers and talk to people
looking for opportunities. Partnering with Marie
Curie helps you make a tangible difference in
your local community.”
David Grout, Head of Fundraising
Volunteering, Marie Curie

INTRODUCING THE MARKETPLACE!
As part of Volunteer Expo, we want smaller charities with
big ambitions to be able to promote their amazing work
to a national audience, which is why we’ve introduced The
Marketplace.
Designed for smaller charities with a lower income, The
Marketplace package includes a custom-branded kiosk stand,
which is yours to take away at the end of the show!
Find out more by visiting
www.volunteerexpo.co.uk/marketplace

Book your FREE tickets for Volunteer Expo
by heading to: volunteerexpo.co.uk/visit

BOO
FREE K YOUR
TICK
N O ETS

W!

CHANGE LIVES

TAKE ACTION

Connect with volunteers, organisations and the
charity sector to harness the power of volunteering.

1-3 MAY 2O2O - NEC BIRMINGHAM
volunteerexpo.co.uk
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Rotary GBI
President
Mental
health

Mental
health
partnership
One in six adults experience at least one diagnosable
mental health problem in their lifetime. Rotary has
committed to promoting good mental health and
well-being in our communities through Public Health
England.

R

OTARY in Great Britain and Ireland has taken its
ﬁrst steps to commit to tackling poor mental health
across Great Britain and Ireland by signing up to
the Prevention Concordat for Better Mental Health
from Public Health England (PHE).
Working closely with PHE, they are making signiﬁcant steps
towards promoting good mental health and preventing mental
health problems across the country.
One in six adults experiences at least one diagnosable mental
health problem in their lifetime. This is inﬂuenced by the
environment in which we are born, grow, live and work, meaning
many of these problems can be prevented.
Having good mental health is important because it can help
us to be more resilient, feel good and function well, have more
positive relationships with those around us and deal with difficult
times now and in the future.
The Prevention Concordat marks the ﬁrst time agencies across
the community and care sectors have come together to make
prevention a priority for mental health.
So far, over 140 organisations representing all sectors have
signed up and committed to action.
The commitment from Rotary includes supporting existing
local mental health groups, running Mental Health First Aid
sessions; raising awareness via Rotary Health Fairs poster
campaigns and a dedicated Rotarians4MentalHealth website,
offering mentoring support in local schools and working with
local businesses.
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Donna Wallbank, President of Rotary GBI commented: “We
are delighted to be pledging our commitment to the Prevention
Concordat for Better Mental Health.
“During my time as a member of Rotary, and during the ﬁrst
few months of my role as national President, I’ve been fortunate
enough to be involved and see a whole range of community-based
projects Rotary clubs are implementing to support mental health.
“Whether it is trying to take the stress out of job hunting by
giving students mock interview sessions or providing support for
those living with dementia and their families.”
“Through local and national action across sectors, we can
all contribute to improving mental health and wellbeing and
reducing stigma for everyone.”
Promoting good mental health is everyone’s responsibility and
can only be achieved if organisations – including local authorities,
NHS trusts, businesses, local communities, and religious groups –
work together at local and national level.
Lily Makurah, National Lead, Public Mental Health for PHE,
said: “We’re delighted that Rotary has joined the growing list of
organisations signing up to our Prevention Concordat for Better
Mental Health.
“This is designed to help communities promote good mental
health and prevent mental health problems. Through local and
national action across sectors, we can all contribute to improving
mental health and wellbeing and reducing stigma for everyone.” If
you would like further information, please contact Public England
by email publicmentalhealth@phe.gov.uk

•
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THE SAME
With the 3-year fixed price feature on both our home and car insurance policies, the price you pay this year is the
price you’ll pay for the next two, if nothing changes. It’s reassuring to know what lies ahead and it means you don’t
have to think about your renewal for the next two years.
You do have the freedom to leave at renewal if you choose, but with valuable features included as standard, such as
accidental damage cover on home policies and motor legal protection with car insurance, you probably won’t want to.
Our 3-year fixed price cover is as straightforward as it sounds, but there are a few T&Cs, for example the price will
change if you upgrade your Mini to a Maserati or make a claim. Find out more at www.saga.co.uk/rotary.

E
HOME AND CAR INSURANC

WITH SAGA.

Saga’s home and car insurance policies are unique
products designed by us specifically for our customers.
They are underwritten by a number of carefully
selected insurers that, like us, are committed to
providing high standards of quality and service.

Over 50? Get your 3-year fixed price quote for
home or car insurance direct from us today

www.saga.co.uk/rotary
0800 015 5234
Lines open 8.30am-8pm weekdays,
9am-5pm weekends.
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GLOBAL IMPACT

Sightbox

Sightbox’s Angela Williams will be based in
The Gambia to promote the charity

Spending Christmas
in The Gambia
Sightbox is a charity, which is transforming the lives of visually-impaired children through sports. Now
ambassador Angela Williams is taking her passion for the project to another level by moving abroad.

A

S you’re tucking into your
roast dinner with all the
trimmings this Christmas
Day, spare a momentary
thought for Angela
Williams, basking in 30°C heat in the
Gambian sunshine.
In November, Angela and husband
Nigel ditched the cold, frosty mornings of
Merseyside for the West African heat of
one of the poorest nations on the continent
– all to pursue a single passion, Sightbox.
Sightbox is a charity of vision, providing
hope for hundreds of visually-impaired
children through the power of sport.
The charity was born at St Vincent’s
School in Liverpool which works with
visually-impaired youngsters aged between
26 // Rotary

four-years-old and 19.
The Sightbox itself is a Global Sight
Tool Kit to teach children with visual
impairment and blindness which can be
contextualised nationally in any country”.
It consists of a box of sports equipment
with balls, bells and games which are
played by the students with a surrounding
curriculum focussed on fostering
innovation and routes to employment.
“We came up with Sightbox at St
Vincent’s to stop the segregation of sports
for the children in the developing world
so they could become involved in team
work, building their own conﬁdence, and
becoming independent” explained Angela.
“We wanted to enable the children
to be out in the open world, to have the

opportunity to join society, rather than
being stuck in a little corner and forgotten
about. Inclusion is very important.
“The children at St Vincent’s are not
only learning the standard curriculum,
but they are also engaged with a creative
curriculum.
“For example, they learn ceramics, make
computer games, write comics, understand
simple things like mobility, working with
the white cane and even reading to other
people. There is no end to their talent.
“They also go out to schools with
sighted children, to work with them
in a ‘trainers of the trainers’ leadership
capacity, so they get a complete balance
of everything. This is known as reverse
inclusion and includes many of the
rotarygbi.org

sustainable development goals.”
Each Sightbox contains a goalball, a
boccia grid and balls, running tethers and
blindfolds, a digital talking watch and
pedometer as well as various other balls
with bells in and a parachute canopy.
This germ of a simple idea has spread
overseas with Angela, as the charity’s
ambassador, working with Rotary clubs
and Inner Wheel clubs overseas to provide
partnerships with visually-impaired
schools in many different countries.
Linking with a Rotary club or Inner
Wheel club is so important as we have
then a good link for feedback.
The Rotary Club of Liverpool St.

“We wanted to enable
the children to be out in
the open world, to have
the opportunity to join
society, rather than being
stuck in a little corner and
forgotten about. Inclusion
is very important.”
Vincent’s has been the supportive arm of
the venture, though the charity operates
in its own right. Angela has travelled the
country to give many a presentation, and
in two short years, the project has made
such an impact already.
“The children at St Vincent’s wanted
to make a change to other people’s lives,”
pointed out Angela.
“They thought how can we do this with
something so simple with a ball with a
bell?
“They had understood the Sightbox,
they had played the games themselves, so
they said right, let’s put this all together
and go forward.”
Rotary’s International connections
along with members of Inner Wheel
have allowed Sightbox to blossom
internationally.
So far, schools in Kenya, Egypt,
Uganda, Pakistan, Rwanda, India, Sierra
rotarygbi.org

Leone, Nepal and The Gambia, have come
on board – and there are more countries in
the pipeline.
One Sightbox costs £400, including
packaging and shipping. All the contents
made with long-lasting materials. A
Sightbag for an individual child costs £40.
“The reaction has been phenomenal,”
explained Angela, who is also a member of
Chester Riverside Rotary and North Wirral
Inner Wheel.
“I have been so moved by this. I am the
ambassador for the project but I have been
so overwhelmed by the commitment and
seeing what happens.
“Sightbox changes the children’s lives.
It is so wonderful to see a smile on their
faces. I am seeing a complete, happy
environment, something these children
will treasure because they have not had it
before.
“Sightboxes lead to all sorts of positives
including employment, due to conﬁdence
building and independence.
“It is not just a box of sports, it can be
music, art and other activities for them.
The children can actually become the
trainers.
“These children have nothing, yet they
treasure this as something which has
changed their lives.
“To me, that means so, so much.”
Look out for the newly invented visually
impaired rugby ball – hopefully this
game of VI Rugby will be seen at the next
Disabled Games in Liverpool in 2021.
As for The Gambia, Angela and Nigel
are spending ﬁve months close to the
capital Banjul which they are using as a
base to promote the project.
She spoke earlier this year at the Rotary
District 9101 Assembly & Conference in
the Gambian capital, which has provoked
even more interest in the charity’s work.
It also gave Angela a chance to revisit
children at a school and training centre
close to Banjul one year after they had
received the Sightbox. The changes in
the children were immense. They were
independent, and their conﬁdence had
grown.
“It was so humbling,” she added.
“We’re going to The Gambia for a

holiday to get away from the cold winter
months, but also I want to go out and
strengthen what Sightbox can do in Africa,
to help these children, because there is
such a need for it out there.”
Angela has recently retired from a
recycling business UPM, as has former
Vauxhall car worker, Nigel. Theirs was an
impulse decision, the time was right, and
off they went – set to return to Blighty ﬁve
months’ later in the Spring.
The work has already received
recognition from the Royal National
Institute of Blind People, and Angela was
one of Rotary’s Champions of Change
earlier this year.
“A simple idea from the children in
Liverpool has got so much impact.
“It’s hard for me to imagine a few years
ago, that I would be doing this.
“But, I happened to be in the right
place at the right time, I could see a future,
so I put on my marching boots and, as I
have always done in life, got on with it.”

•

Sightbox’s Angela Williams pictured on a
previous visit to The Gambia.

To ﬁnd out more about
Sightbox visit:
Web: www.sightbox.org.uk/
Email: info@sightbox.org.uk
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Proud sponsors of
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to Warner

Warner Leisure Hotels is the proud owner of 14 unique UK
hotels and coastal villages. The collection includes historic
mansions and a pair of Victorian castles tucked deep in the
countryside, as well as coastal villages sitting pretty by some
of the most celebrated beaches and coastlines in the country.
Whether you’re looking to book a long weekend away or
inviting a group of friends and family to a big get-together,
Warner has it covered. Secure your dates now to enjoy great
savings for 2020.
Littlecote House Hotel, Berkshire

Every Warner break includes:
• Fantastic accommodation
• Breakfasts and three-course evening meals
• Exciting activities • Use of leisure facilities
• Live music and shows every night

STUDLEY CASTLE
Newly opened in 2019, Warner’s 14th hotel is a fusion of
9LFWRULDQÁDPER\DQFHDQGXSWRWKHPLQXWHGHVLJQDQG
comfort. Two restaurants pair classic and contemporary
ÁDYRXUV$OX[XULRXVVSDDQGHYHQLQJVRIOLYHPXVLFRIIHU
both pampering and a party. Out and about, too, there’s
plenty to see and do at Stratford-upon-Avon and across
Shakespeare’s England on into the Cotswolds.

Nidd Hall Hotel
North Yorkshire

Bodelwyddan Castle Hotel
North Wales

Thoresby Hall Hotel
Nottinghamshire

Corton Coastal Village
Suffolk

Alvaston Hall Hotel
Cheshire

Studley Castle
Warwickshire

Gunton Hall Coastal Village

Holme Lacy House Hotel

Suffolk

Herefordshire

Littlecote House Hotel
Berkshire

Cricket St. Thomas Hotel
Somerset

Lakeside Coastal Village
Hampshire

Sinah Warren Coastal Hotel
Hampshire

Norton Grange Coastal Village
Isle of Wight

Bembridge Coast Hotel
Isle of Wight

DELICIOUS TASTES
With either help yourself or table service, Warner menus
DUHOHJHQGDU\IRUWKHLUKXJHFKRLFHDQGVHDVRQDOÁDYRXUV
Breakfast favourites include the full English alongside
fresh-baked pastries and made-to-order pancakes. For
dinner, there’s always a mouth-watering roast dinner but
also catch of the day and chef specials. Inventive vegetarian,
vegan and gluten-free options focus on the lean and clean.

źURSHU

Looking for a
break
for up to 19 people in 2020?
An extra £10 off per person, per break!
Free Warner Holiday Protection | Low deposit of only £10 per person
No booking or credit card fees

Call 0333 202 0304 Quote PHCROTARY

Great getaways for groups of 20 or more

%HQHÀWV
Revised for 2020
Free room upgrade for the
group organiser
£40 to use at the hotel/village
for the group organiser

DECEMBER 2019 – APRIL 2020
Guests
20-29

3

1 free place
per 20 paying
guests

30-44

4

Low £30 deposit per person
Complimentary room selection
Cheapest ferries to the Isle of
Wight arranged and guaranteed
Free Warner Holiday Protection
from December to April
Additional savings for groups of 75+
NEW – Optional meeting with
our group travel team to help
organise your trip

Double/twin
rooms as
singles with no
supplements

Free places

45-59

5

60-74

6

75+

7

MAY 2020 – SEPTEMBER 2020
Double/twin
rooms as
singles with no
supplements

Free places

Guests
20-29

2

1 free place
per 25 paying
guests

30-44

3

45-59

4

60-74

5

75+

6

Call 0330 100 9772
Email groups@warnerleisurehotels.co.uk

*Small print: Prices are per person based on two people sharing Standard accommodation including Simply Dine. Supplements apply for upgrades, views, balconies, patios, dining, spa treatment packages etc. Balance due 10 weeks before arrival date. For bookings of 19
people or less: £10pp discount applied when promotion code is quoted. Not available on group prices. For group bookings of 20 people or more: $EPOSITOFaPERPERSONMUSTBEPAIDBYTHEENDOFTHESIX WEEKRESERVATIONPERIOD'ROUPBENElTSANDSPECIALOFFERSAREFOR
groups of 20 people or more, and are not applicable on Christmas, New Year, Star Breaks, other selected breaks and bookings via Coach Operators. £40 worth of vouchers for Group Organisers do not hold any monetary value and cannot be exchanged for cash. Please note,
NOTALLENTERTAINMENTHASBEENCONlRMEDATTHISTIME)FYOUBOOKAHOLIDAYONA3TAR"REAK YOUCANKEEPYOURBOOKINGBUTMAYHAVETOPAYASUPPLEMENTCOSTATALATERDATE ORWECANMOVEYOURBREAKTOANALTERNATIVEDATE!NYCANCELLATIONSMADEWILLBECHARGEDAN
admin fee. Warner Leisure Hotels reserves the right to change or withdraw any offers without prior notice. Full T&Cs apply on Warner website. Calls to 03 numbers from any line type cost no more than calls to geographic (01 or 02) numbers. Bourne Holidays Limited (trading
AS7ARNER,EISURE(OTELS ISACOMPANYREGISTEREDIN%NGLANDAND7ALESWITHCOMPANYNUMBERWHOSEREGISTEREDOFlCEIS0ARK,ANE (EMEL(EMPSTEAD (ERTFORDSHIRE(09,
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Prisoners at Loughan House Open Prison are being
trained to work on the bikes by skilled mechanics

AOIFE WALSH

Irish prisoners use skills
on Rotary project
Rotary Ireland’s ‘Bikes for Africa’ project has become a focal point project on the Emerald Isle, with prisoners
helping to refurbish unwanted cycles, which are then shipped to Africa.

I

RISH prisoners are being given a purpose in up-cycling
bikes, while also providing transport for African children
struggling to make their way to and from school.
The Rotary-led initiative, which is supported by the
Irish Prison Service, local councils and the Irish Defence
Forces, has operated since 2006 and has sent over 3,000 bikes to
Africa since its inception.
The scheme is run within Loughan House Open Prison in
County Cavan.
The centre is only one of two prisons of its kind in Ireland. It
is a low-security facility which houses male offenders that are over
the age of 18 and deemed to require lower levels of security.
Loughan focuses on aiding the rehabilitation of inmates
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through educational and training programmes. Prisoners are
also given the opportunity to work in the polytunnels, where over
4,000 sunﬂowers are grown each year.
And there is also the option of working in the shed-like café
alongside the polytunnels, which overlooks Lough MacNean.
Joe and Derek are two of three prisoners that spend their days
working in the bike repair shop located within the grounds.
From Monday to Friday each week, the repairmen work on
hundreds of broken-down bikes sent to them through collection
points set up by Rotary Ireland.
Once the men have ﬁxed enough bikes to ﬁll a lorry, they are
transferred to The Gambia in West Africa, where children living
5km or more away from their school are gifted a bike.
rotarygbi.org

ROTARY IN ACTION

Ireland Prison Project

However, the schoolchildren are not the
only ones beneﬁting from the scheme.
Both Joe and Derek say that working
in the bike shop “keeps your mind going”,
and makes the days go by quicker.
Joe says: “When you’re in a closed
prison you have your regime, it’s a different
experience. Being in a closed jail, you have
six minutes to talk to your family on the
phone. You get a visit once a week - if
you’re lucky. Lucky lads get visits once a
week. You’re in your cell - Jesus, how many
hours a day?”
Joe continues: “To be down here, it’s a
much easier way to do your sentence. I did
break the law. I deserved a prison sentence.
I went to prison.
“But, I also should be allowed to better
myself within prison, I should be allowed

“I think it’s great to work
in conjunction with
Rotary Ireland to bring
and develop a project like
this, and help it grow.”
to move on after I paid my debt to society.
If you work hard within a closed prison,
why not be allowed to move on to the next
stage of reintegration?”
In the bike shed, Joe explains how he
prepares to spruce up an old bike.
He starts by pointing out a torn saddle,
worn out brakes, broken bearings and a
rusted chain. He gives a crash-course on to
how change brake cables, which spanners
are best to use, and directs me to an Allen
key that’s “pretty standardised” and ﬁts
most of the bikes.
“It will probably take about an hour to
do that,” he said.
“We really do it ourselves. It’s pretty
easy, it’s not rocket science. If you were
here and you ﬁxed three bikes or whatever,
and there was something you didn’t know
how to ﬁx and you said to Derek, ‘can you
show me how to do this?’ before you know
it, you’ll know your way around.”
Placed high up on a shelf is a shiny,
purple High Nelly bike that has a big gold
rotarygbi.org

bow stuck on its body.
“That’s an ornament. That’s here longer
than I’m here. They held onto it just to
look at it.”
Joe explains where the broken bikes
come from, and where they go once ﬁxed:
“Basically, Rotary, they organise charity
drives outside. They have a collection
point, the bikes go to the collection point,
they bring them here.
“We take them off the lorries, we go
through them, what’s mendable, what’s not
mendable - we recycle what we can off the
bikes that are not ﬁxable, and then we ﬁx
them up bike by bike.
“We have containers up there - when
they’re full, we ring for a lorry. If the tyres
are ﬂat, we put new tubes in. If the rubbers
are perished, we change the tyre itself.
“Brake pads, brake cables, seats if
they’re torn to bits.”
The role provides prisoners with the
opportunity to learn a new skill that will
help them in the search for employment
once they have served their sentence.
The initiative supports prisoners
undertaking bike mechanic training
courses which are Further Education &
Training Awards Council, and City &
Guilds approved.
Governor of Loughan House, Mark
Lydon, said: “I think it’s a wonderful
initiative. It gives our lads here the
opportunity to develop a skill that is
transferable to the workplace. It gives them

a sense of community and helping people
that are less fortunate than themselves.
“I think it’s great to work in conjunction
with Rotary Ireland to bring and develop a
project like this and help it grow.”
Rotary said that they are currently
looking to expand the initiative to another
facility as, at the moment, Loughan House
is the only prison supporting the initiative.
The facility can refurbish around 1500
bikes per year, which equates to ﬁve 40ft
containers.
Rotary Assistant Governor &
International Service Chair, Sean Dunne,
explains that many children in The
Gambia live miles away from their nearest
school, and having a bike can make
education much more accessible.
“Anyone that lives further than ﬁve
kilometres, regardless of domination,
gender, whatever - they will get a bike.
“It’s all about education and making
it possible for children who would arrive
after walking ﬁve kilometres in the searing
heat of The Gambia.
“They get to school absolutely
exhausted and for the ﬁrst half hour they
fall asleep. Now, they arrive in school fresh,
safe and can start learning,” he said.

•

This is an edited version of an
article which ﬁrst appeared in the
Irish Independent, with words and
pictures published courtesy of:
The Irish Independent
www.independent.ie

Children’s and adults bikes are made new for The Gambia
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PhysioNet

DAVE KING

Where there’s a wheelchair,
there’s a way
Over the past decade, the Rotary-run charity PhysioNet has provided a fresh lease of life for specialised disabled
equipment in the UK, which has then been distributed to 25 countries around the world.

I

T was in 2004, during a visit to the Bielave Children’s
Home in Sarajevo, that the seeds for the charity PhysioNet
were ﬁrst planted.
The charity Hope and Homes for Children
(HHC) invited Peter Thompson, a Rotarian from the
Knaresborough club in North Yorkshire, to visit the Bosnian
capital which, less than 10 years earlier, had been besieged
for 1,425 days when 13,952 people were killed, many of them
civilians.
“While I was visiting the home, the volunteer physiotherapist
working there asked for various items of paediatric physiotherapy
equipment which could not be obtained in Bosnia,” recalled Peter.
“Returning to Britain after ﬁnishing a pre-retirement job in
Ethiopia, I found it surprisingly easy to collect the required items.
So, in 2005, a colleague and I drove a van-load of physiotherapy
equipment out to Sarajevo.”
“It soon became obvious that it was possible to collect far more
equipment than a single organisation could absorb,” explained
Peter.
“After helping HHC it also became evident that the only way
of transporting equipment economically was in 40-foot shipping
containers or, in Europe, by using HGV trucks.”
It was apparent that PhysioNet had found a niche – a need for
specialised equipment, which the charity was able to easily source.
By 2009, the ﬁrst containers were sent to South Africa and Fiji,
and by 2018 PhysioNet was serving 25 countries having sent out
75 container loads. In May this year, the Spinal Injury Association
of Fiji received its 14th consignment from PhysioNet, which
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The charity PhysioNet is making a massive difference to people all over
the world

included mobility devices and medical consumables.
On average each container holds more than 500 items. In
total, 37,270 items were dispatched abroad between 2009 and
2018, including 6,188 items of therapy equipment and 11,688
wheelchairs.
The potential saving to the often cash-strapped homes and
physiotherapy centres, working with adults and children with
disabilities in developing countries and Eastern Europe, is
enormous.
rotarygbi.org

Want to invest ethically?

IT’S TIME TO
WEALTHIFY

Stay true to your values with a Wealthify ethical investment plan.
Sign up today at wealthify.com/rotary and enjoy fees free for a year.

Capital at risk
Wealthify Limited is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority
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PhysioNet

“Therapy equipment is particularly
expensive,” added Peter. ”As new, these
items would cost over £7 million.”
He also pointed out that, in the current
spirit of being environmentally sensitive,
the charity has managed to recycle around
500 tonnes of usable equipment from
hospitals, special schools, wheelchair
services, residential and nursing homes,
companies and private individuals
which would otherwise have gone to UK
scrapyards.
Through collaboration with the
Margaret Carey Foundation, prisoners
in the UK refurbish wheelchairs for
PhysioNet, before they are dispatched
abroad.
“PhysioNet’s work can sometimes seem
like a game of logistics and statistics but
just one of many instances illustrates the
charity is really about people, not just
practicalities,” said Peter.
“Imogen, a seven-year-old from a
school in West Yorkshire got to know
about PhysioNet and very much wanted
to donate her redundant paediatric chair,
which she had grown out of, to a young
person in another country.
“PhysioNet’s Chairman, Rotarian Mike
Adams, from Horbury and Ossett Phoenix
Rotary, near Wakeﬁeld, went along to the
school to collect the chair and meet both
Imogen and her teachers.
“To say that Imogen was excited at the
thought of helping someone else, was an
understatement.
“The chair was transported to our
North Yorkshire depot where it was
prepared for a shipment, bound for
Romania. Soon after, Imogen’s chair went
to a young girl named Georgiana who
lives in Bucharest and attends the Maria
Beatrice Centre in Romania.
“Another of our wheelchairs was sent
to Zimbabwe and given to Emmanuel
who was born with a disability. He is a
happy little boy and with his new mode of
transport he will be able to attend school.”
PhysioNet is not a Rotary charity, but
it is strongly supported, both ﬁnancially
and in kind, by Rotarians and Rotary clubs
across Great Britain & Ireland.
PhysioNet has a busy collection and
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distribution hub in the South West of
England where a private benefactor
generously provides storage for overseas
shipments, giving a very positive effect to
the charity’s carbon footprint.
“I have visited Inverness Culloden
Rotary Club who will be spearheading a
project with the Highland NHS to recover
some 4,000 redundant wheelchairs which
will be recycled and dispatched directly to

“Through collaboration
with the Margaret
Carey Foundation,
prisoners in the UK
refurbish wheelchairs for
PhysioNet, before they are
dispatched abroad. ”
developing countries around the world,”
added Mike.
“I am hoping we will be able to work
with Her Majesty’s Prison Inverness as
part of a restorative justice programme to
refurbish the wheelchairs.”
A further example of the Rotary
partnership is in Essex, where over the
last four years, Saffron Walden Rotary
has been collecting surplus mobility and
physiotherapy equipment from all over
East Anglia, London and the Home
Counties which they then deliver to the
charity’s Yorkshire base.
They supply about 50% of all
equipment the charity collects,
undertaking the collection and deliveries
in their own van. They have also donated
a van for the charity’s use, supported by
Rotary clubs from all over the country
which have made cash donations.
PhysioNet’s volunteer healthcare
professionals continue to monitor the
‘ﬁtness for purpose’ of the equipment.
They have also made numerous
visits to recipients in different countries,
providing training for local physios and
teachers, while helping to assemble,
maintain and adjust equipment, matching

items to user needs.
In addition, and largely due to help
from Rotary’s Wheelchair Foundation,
a number of clubs, particularly in South
Africa, have received shipments from
PhysioNet.
The needs of people with disabilities
overseas is great, please help.
Rotary volunteers can identify
unwanted equipment in the community,
help with collections, set up local
collection points and ﬁnancially sponsor
an all-volunteer charity which has been
the recipient of the Queen’s Award for
Voluntary Service.

•

PhysioNet may not be able to help
everyone in the world, but it can make
the world of difference to one person.
PhysioNet
www.physionet.org.uk

Georgiana with her new wheelchair
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HUNGRY?

WE FEED
Feeding

Educating

Empowering

Developing
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Call us on: 01689 870 932
info@smileinternational.org
www.smileinternational.org
PO Box 1414, Peterborough, PE1 9WG
A charitable company limited by guarantee. Registered in England and Wales No 09626673. Registered Charity No 1163423.

PAYING TRIBUTE
TO CONCORDE

It may seem like only yesterday when
the majestic Concorde graced our skies
– and you can recapture some of those
memories with a unique exhibition at
Aerospace Bristol.
Concorde was a remarkable aircraft,
capable of crossing the Atlantic in less
than three hours, travelling at twice the
speed of sound and reaching twice the
altitude of a normal passenger plane.
The actual record ﬂight from New York
to London was a stunning two hours, 52
minutes and 59 seconds!
But it seems that time has ﬂown by just
as quickly.
It is in fact 16 years since the last
Concorde ﬂight touched down for the
ﬁnal time, in November 2003.
Tens of thousands of people gathered in
Bristol, and a global TV audience watched
on, as Concorde landed back home at
Filton, her British birthplace.
Today, Alpha Foxtrot – the last
Concorde ever to ﬂy - is the centrepiece
of Aerospace Bristol, a museum that
tells the story of Bristol’s world-changing
aerospace industry.

Beginning in the earliest days of
powered ﬂight, Aerospace Bristol takes
visitors on a journey from the Bristol
Boxkite biplane to the modern day jet,
exploring two World Wars, the space race,
the Cold War, and, of course, Concorde,
along the way.
The museum is the ideal destination
for a Rotary club day out, and – new for
2020 - you can now add a Concorde Tour
or a Heritage Tour to your visit.
The Concorde Tour: Learn about the
supersonic superstar that is Concorde, just
across the runway from where all British
Concordes were built.
As you walk around the last Concorde
to be built and the last to ﬂy, Aerospace
Bristol will take you on a journey all the
way from Concorde’s beginnings in the
1950s to its retirement in 2003.
Learn about many of its engineering
triumphs, record-breaking achievements
and the social history of those who ﬂew
and worked on this ground-breaking
aeroplane.
Heritage Tour: Take off on a journey
through more than 100 years of Bristol’s

aerospace history. Find out how a small,
pioneering company manufactured
some of the earliest aeroplanes at Filton,
evolved over the decades to inﬂuence the
course of aviation history, and shaped the
world we see today. With an expert guide
and Aerospace Bristol’s unique collection
as a backdrop, discover how Bristol
changed the world.
Whether self-guided or accompanied by
one of the museum’s expert tour guides,
visiting groups will discover aeroplanes,
helicopters, missiles, engines and space
technology, and explore an exhibition that
tells an inspirational story of ingenious
design, engineering innovation and
remarkable social history.
Of course, Concorde is the star
attraction. Stunningly displayed in a
purpose-built hangar and with a breathtaking show projected on to the side of
the supersonic jet, visitors are able to see
Concorde up close and even step aboard.
To ﬁnd out more and to plan your visit,
go to aerospacebristol.org/groups, email
groups@aerospacebristol.org or call
01179 315 315 and ask for Nikki or Clare.

STEP ABOARD CONCORDE
AND JOURNEY THROUGH AVIATION HISTORY

PL AN A VISIT
FOR YOUR ROTARY CLUB
Exclusive beneﬁts for groups of 20+
Discounted rates of £12.50pp (saving 26%)
Add a Concorde Tour or Heritage Tour (£6pp per tour)
Free coach or minibus parking
Free entry for the group leader

Visit: aerospacebristol.org/groups
Email: groups@aerospacebristol.org
Call: 01179 315 315 (Mon-Fri)
ask for Nikki or Clare
Registered charity no. 1010632

Paralympic basketball player Ade Adepitan is Rotary’s
polio ambassador in Great Britain & Ireland

DAVE KING

You are the generation
who can end polio
On the eve of World Polio Day, Rotary ambassador, Ade Adepitan, met university students at Wembley Stadium
to help them understand the disease.

M

ENTION the word polio to a typical teenager,
and many won’t have a clue. Why should they?
It’s not a disease of their generation, or even
their parents’ generation – not like cancer,
diabetes, heart disease, HIV or the ticking time
bomb that is dementia.
There hasn’t been a single case of polio caught in the UK since
1984, with the last outbreak in the late 1970s. Routine vaccination
in the UK means that polio sits right under the radar of this lost
generation.
So when Paralympian and polio sufferer, Ade Adepitan, visited
university students at Wembley Stadium on the eve of World Polio
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Day, it was an eye-opener.
The University Campus of Football Business (UCFB) is a
unique sports education institution with campuses based at
Wembley Stadium and the Etihad Stadium in Manchester.
With more than 2,000 students focused on a range of sports
degree programmes, their headline sporting locations mean both
under-graduates and post-graduates feast on a range of top-notch
speakers from the world of sports, politics and entertainment.
They are a tough audience to crack.
But Rotary’s End Polio Now ambassador is a crafty
communicator, a true master of the art. To the students, Nigerianborn Ade, with the winning smile, cool dreadlocks and wicked
rotarygbi.org
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Ade Adepitan on polio

banter, is their kind of guy.
As soon as he pushed his wheelchair up
onto the platform in a room overlooking
the hallowed Wembley turf, Ade’s presence
and personality lit up the room.
For 40 minutes, he had students
spellbound by his story. Diagnosed with
polio aged just 15 months, Ade carved out
a new life with his family in Plaistow, East
London, discovering a passion for sport.
Ade comes from the school of hard
knocks. Five times in 15 years he failed
to make the Great Britain wheelchair
basketball team, being cut every time.
Finally, he was called up for the 2000
Sydney Paralympics and four years later
won team bronze at the Athens’ games.

“He inspires you to ﬁght
for your dreams and
never give up. I really
connected with him.”
“It was 15 years of being told I wasn’t
good enough, it was 15 years of watching
other players go ahead of me, 15 years of
having to deal with the knock-backs and
set-backs – and ﬁnally I got called up to
the Sydney Paralympics. It was probably
the greatest moment of my life,” explained
Ade.
The moral of the story told to idealistic
students chasing their dreams, but with
the lurking shadow of failure hiding
around the corner, was not lost on the
young audience.
They then watched a TV documentary
featuring Ade completing a gruelling
month-long wheelchair trek across
Nicaragua, and left to crawl on all fours up
the side of a volcano. On screen, Ade was
reduced to tears in the searing heat by the
sheer pain and agony. Off screen, as the
students looked on, Ade looked away.
“It brought back memories from when
I used to walk without a wheelchair,” Ade
says in the 2005 documentary, ‘Beyond
Boundaries’. “I had some tough times at
school when people used to call me ‘black
monkey’ and stuff like that from the way I
rotarygbi.org

crawled around. It hit me hard.”
This was polio in its rawest, undiluted
form. This was how polio brutally ravages
the human body, withering limbs and
transforming someone’s life.
Polio not only affects you physically, but
it abuses you mentally.
“It is my job and your job to keep
awareness out there so that you are the
generation who ends polio,” Ade told the
large gathering.
This was the lightbulb moment when
the students ﬁnally understood polio. No
longer a word, it was a vision. And the
feedback was positive.
“I didn’t know a lot about polio before
the talk, but Ade’s visit has helped me to
be more aware of the disease,” said 19-yearold Londoner Ciaran McLoughlin.
“Ade was really inspirational telling his
story.”
“Ade is such an inﬂuential speaker,”
reﬂected 20-year-old Kirshon Wilkins,
from Kent.
“He inspires you to do better than you
currently are, and drive yourself to greater
things, even when you doubt yourself.
“Before Ade’s visit, I knew that polio
was a disease which attacked your limbs
and paralysed them.
“His insight made me realise how
fortunate I am compared to those who are
born with disabilities.”
Spanish student, Raul Sanchez Borrego,
26, admitted he knew very little about
Rotary before coming the UCFB, and even
less about polio.
“Ade’s presentation was really emotional
for me,” he reﬂected.
“I have a father with a disability and to
see what Ade has achieved with polio is
incredible.
“He inspires you to ﬁght for your
dreams and never give up. I really
connected with him. This was the best
speaker we have had at UCFB.
“Ade’s visit has deﬁnitely changed the
minds of a lot of the students about polio
and how we treat people with disabilities.
“Ade made me realise how we complain
so much in our life about the small things,
when other people really struggle in this
world with much more important things.”

Ade Adepitan struck a cord with the students

Ade spoke to students at Wembley Stadium

•
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BOOK REVIEW

Ade Adepitan

Finding
your
inner
superhero!
Ade Adepitan has broken into the world of children’s books. Here Ade explains why he is donating proceeds of his
latest novel to the BBC’s Children in Need.

C

YBORG Cat and the Night Spider is the second
book in my Cyborg Cat children’s series. The ﬁrst
book, ‘Cyborg Cat: Rise of the Parsons Road Gang’,
was published last May. ‘Cyborg Cat and the Night
Spider’ was published in October, and there is a
third one coming out next March.
Initially, I was going to write an autobiography, but then my
publishers talked to me about writing children’s books.
There is a real problem with getting young boys reading,
especially among seven to 11-year-olds, so they wondered if I could
write something which would connect with them.
There are few books out there which are representative, which
tell diverse stories and with diverse characters. It made me think
about when I was a kid growing up.
How many books did I read which depicted my life, or which
I could connect to? They were all about other people who were
not like me. And I think it is important, as kids, that we see a
reﬂection of ourselves.
You often hear about types of books; mirror books which reﬂect
your reality, which is important, because you have to see it to
believe you can be it. And there are window books, which give you
an opportunity to see into somebody else’s life.
40 // Rotary

What I have tried to create is a series of books which are both
mirror and window books. They are books which are mostly based
on my story.
It is about a young kid from Nigeria moving to the UK, trying
to ﬁt in the 1970s and 80s with his friends, but he becomes a
super hero. He discovers that he has superpowers.
This is the ﬁrst book out there which has a black, disabled
protagonist as the main character.
I have decided to donated the ﬁrst year’s proﬁts of the ‘Cyborg
Cat and the Night Spider’ and my fee to BBC’s Children in Need,
because when I was a kid they put money towards me getting my
ﬁrst wheelchair. If it was not them, maybe I would not be here
today.
I think it is so important to support Children in Need because
it helps kids who really need it in the UK, and every copy of this
book will help kids like that.
It is a really funny book, a rip-roaring adventure, and the
illustrations by Carl Pierce are incredible, so please support the
Cyborg Cat series. I hope ‘Cyborg Cat and the Night Spider’ will
get children all over the UK reading and inspire them to search for
their inner superhero.

•
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End Polio Now

JAMES BOLTON

UK Government’s
£400 million polio boost
In November, the World Health Organisation hosted a pledging event in Abu Dhabi for the Global Polio
Eradication Initiative’s Endgame Strategy. Ahead of the summit, the UK Government committed major
investment to a ﬁve-year worldwide plan, which aims to secure a polio-free future.

F

OLLOWING on from the global announcement
in October that a second of three strains of wild
poliovirus has now been eradicated, the UK
government announced in November that is has
pledged up to £400 million worth of support to help
eliminate the disease for good.
The funding, which was announced by International
Development Secretary, Alok Sharma, will help vaccinate more
than 750 children a minute against polio.
This new package of UK aid, which will go towards the Global
Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI), will support 20 million
health workers and volunteers to deliver potentially life-saving
vaccinations to 400 million children per year around the world
between 2020 and 2023.
Polio is a debilitating disease which mainly affects children
under the age of ﬁve and can cause paralysis - and even death.
The announcement has been welcomed by Rotary in Great
Britain and Ireland President, Donna Wallbank. She said: “We are
over the moon that this support is being given and it is another
signiﬁcant step in the right direction.
“It is vitally important that vaccination levels are maintained,
especially in hard to reach areas which are experiencing geopolitical unrest and are most at risk.
“This pledge is a huge vindication of all the effort that Rotary
clubs and volunteers have made across the country by hosting
events and raising awareness, not only on World Polio Day last
month, but for years.”
Rotary pioneered efforts to eradicate the disease over 30 years
ago and since then, the formation of the GPEI, which consists
of Rotary, UNICEF, the World Health Organisation, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and the Gates Foundation, has
helped the incidence of polio plummet by more than 99.9%.
Although the UK has been free from polio since the 1980s, the
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country has been one of the largest governmental supporters of
the GPEI, with this announcement bringing the total contribution
given to ending polio to £1.7 billion since 1995.
Support of the efforts to eradicate polio have always gained
signiﬁcant cross-party backing, and the announcement today,
prior to parliament being suspended, means the upcoming
election will not affect the funding.
Minister Alok Sharma said: “We have made tremendous
progress to ﬁght this debilitating disease, but our work must
continue if we are to eradicate it for ever.
“That’s why I am committing fresh support to help immunise
400 million children a year around the world.”
Bill Gates, Co-chair of the Gates Foundation, who joined the
GPEI in 2000 said: “We have the ability to wipe polio off the face
of the planet. But that will require more support.
“I’m excited to see the UK leading the way on this front. Their
generosity will make a huge difference in eradicating this disease
once and for all.”

•

Minister Alok Sharma met polio survivor Colin Powell
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VOLUNTEEER
Rotary is determined to ensure that we are accessible to everyone who
wants to join us. Providing ﬂexible, innovative, diverse and project-focused
opportunities in your community - that’s what People of Action do.
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SELKIRK ARMS HIOTEL - Kirkcudbright, Dumfries and Galloway

Quality
Townhouse hotel
in the heart of the
Artists town of
Kirkcudbright

Cycling, walking, golfing, exploring, mountain biking, stargazing, galleries or just relaxing
∙ Award winning food in a choice of dining areas, 2 bars, Dogs welcome, real ales and more Gins and Malts than you can shake a stick at ∙

TO CHECK AVAILABILITY AND BOOK A BREAK

visit www.selkirkarmshotel.co.uk or phone today on 01557 330402
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Take your charity or organisation's plans to the
next level. Get involved in the brand new, national
event to harness the power of volunteering.

Multi-purpose, portable wireless PA system
with Bluetooth and FM radio in a tiny package!
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See your
advertisement here
Rotary is one of the world’s largest,
most successful global membership and
humanitarian service organisations,
with over 1.2 million members in over
200countries.
Rotary is the ofﬁcial membership
magazine for Rotary Great Britain &
Ireland. It is published six-times a year and
distributed directly to 45,000 members.

Get in touch
To see your advertisement in world's largest
and most successful global membership for
humanitarian service contact:
Jack Green
jack@centuryonepublishing.uk
01727 739 196

A range of exhibitor and sponsor packages,
and speaker opportunities are available now!

1-3 MAY 2O2O NEC BIRMINGHAM

volunteerexpo.co.uk

Holidays

Great B&I
FILEY NORTH YORKSHIRE

Available to all members of
Rotary and Inner Wheel and
their families, our well-equipped,
residential three-bedroom, three
shower room, first floor flat.
Sea views, private patio, central
heating, satellite TV, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Sleeps 7.
Bookings all year.
Telephone Rotarian John Kay
(Rochdale) and Lis Kay
01706 376775
e.mail lis@liskay.co.uk.
£500 to £700 per week

BIBURY – Breath-taking Cotswold Village. 4 self-catering
cottages within private
grounds. ETC 4 Stars. Short
breaks available. www.
biburyholidaycottages.com
or for a brochure Tel 01285
740314 Email: info@bibury
holidaycottages.com

NORTH YORKSHIRE, WHITBY –
Rotarians superbly equipped bungalow, sleeps 4,
quiet area, parking, easy
access to all facilities, town
centre 5 minutes, telephone
01947 840504 for brochure.

CANARY ISLES LANZAROTE –
Rotarian’s large 2-bedroom,
2-bathroom luxury apartment with large sunny private terrace, right beside
sea, Costa Teguise. Lovely
pool, UK TV, WiFi. All amenities short walking distance,
car unnecessary + easy transFrance
fer. mhetkjt@aol.com 07429
ANTIBES near NICE – Fabulous 618040
TWO-BEDROOM
APARTMENT next to beautiful
sandy beach. Large, sunny Switzerland
terraces, spectacular pano- SWITZERLAND – Gstaad. Situramic SEA VIEWS. All mod- ated in the small village
ern conveniences, everything of Rougement, our luxury
walking distance. Great 3 bed 2 bath apartment
rental prices year round. sleeping 6/8 is ideal for
Email: saratdavies@hotmail. summer/winter holidays. Set
co.uk Tel: 07957 563503
in spectacular scenery and
walking country, the village
is part of the Gstaad super
Madeira
ski region, with summer
CANICO
–
Beautifully skiing available on nearby
furnished 1 bed apt with all glacier. Regret no children
day sunny balcony and Sea under 10 years. For further
view. £200 per week per details: 0115 925 5838 or ecouple. Enquiries/ brochure: mail: brian@7ferndale.co.uk
Tel: 07582 631236

Portugal
ALGARVE, CARVOEIRO
Luxury two bedroom, two
bathroom villa. Pool. Golf nearby.
Long lets by negotiation.
DISCOUNT FOR ROTARIANS
For details visit our website
www.windmill-leisurevillas.com
www.windmill-leisure.com

Call +44 (0)7956 109395
to discuss

Spain

Insurance

Speakers

USA
MARCO ISLAND – Nr Naples,
Florida. Sea View overlooking the 10,000 Islands, beautiful 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
apartment. Tel: Bruce Young
01793 521436 or email:
danger3303@aol.com
FLORIDA – Rotarian’s luxury
5-bedroom 3-bathroom villa
in Kissimmee. South facing
deck, pool and spa, overlooking lake. Close to Disney
and all other attractions.
www.ﬁrstﬂoridavilla.com
Tel 01382 566125.

Health
You can look younger and
live longer using harmonic
power. For details, call
07960 045249. www.keith
foster.co.uk

If you would like to advertise in Rotary call 0203 475 6815

Deﬁbrillators

Wanted

Rotary Identity

Signs and Plaques
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MAF is the world’s largest humanitarian
airline, bringing Christian help, hope
p
and healing to those in need.
d

GOING BACK FOR THE ONE
For pilot Paul Woodington, ﬂying for MAF means
going back to rescue the one. Here’s his story.
Saving lives is a big part of being a Mission Aviation Fellowship
(MAF) pilot. I ﬂy for MAF in the jungles of Papua New Guinea
(PNG).
One day, as I was bound for Vanimo Hospital with nine patients
on board, I received a radio call. A teenager in Busilmin had
been badly burnt. Could I help?
Landing at Vanimo, I ﬁlled up my fuel tanks as the nine patients
were transported to the hospital, and then set off to save this
poor lad. However, thirty minutes into the ﬂight, a call came
saying that rain was coming in from the east.
Approaching the Highlands, the scene was terrible. Vast rain
clouds shrouded Telefomin making it impossible to spot
the Sepik River. This late appearance of rain demanded my
reassessment of the risks on landing.
As is so often the case, after a quick talk with God, He showed
me the way! The river appeared below me, through a small
opening in the cloud.
I’d made it!
But then my heart sank. Where was everyone? I was on an
empty airstrip. Yet again, God calmed my nerves with an answer
to prayer.

I heard them before I saw them — and eventually got sight of
the boy. Four strong, young men carried him up the hill in a
bush stretcher they had constructed from vines and sticks.
The pain on the boy’s face was beyond words. So was the
look on his mother’s face. We eased the stretcher into the
main cabin of the plane — making sure the patient was as
comfortable as possible before departure.
I cleared the valley wall on take-off and found my way to
Telefomin in time to see a brief burst of sunshine directly over
the hospital. The MAF ground staff were quick to unload the
patient and send him to hospital.
I thought of that initial decision to make an extra effort to save a
life. I thanked God for His amazing grace.
I recalled the brief look of peace on the boy’s face as I told him
not worry. I smiled as I thought, ‘I’m so glad we don’t have to
ask the young man for money — I know MAF’s supporters will
help cover the cost of his ﬂight.’

An MAF ﬂight often means life or death. And every
ﬂight happens because a pilot, ground staff, local
communities and MAF supporters all work together.
Could you help us be the difference between life and
death?

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE THIS CHRISTMAS — FUND A MEDEVAC
It costs just £60 to fuel a life-saving flight like Paul Woodington’s. Please consider giving a gift today.

Here is my gift of:
TITLE

£120

£60

£30 other £
PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS

Please use where most needed
I enclose my cheque made payable to MAF UK
Please debit my card account CharityCard, MasterCard, Visa (please circle card type)

FULL NAME

Card number

ADDRESS
Valid from date

Expiry date

CSV code
(3 digits on the
back of your card)

POSTCODE

advertmedevac19

GET THE INSIDE STORY! Tick the box to join us on a journey of discovery
and, every two months, you will receive inspirational updates from our pilots,
stories from the ﬁeld, interesting country proﬁles and much more!
We are committed to protecting your privacy, and promise to respect your personal
information and do all we can to keep it safe. This includes not selling or sharing personal
details with third parties for marketing purposes. You can ﬁnd out more about how we
process your data at www.maf-uk.org/privacy.
You can withdraw your consent at any time by calling 01303 852819 or emailing
discovery@maf-uk.org

SIGNATURE

DATE DD / MM / YY

To make a gift by telephone, please phone our Supporter Relations team on 01303
852819, or you can give securely online by visiting www.maf-uk.org/savealife

Make your gift go even further with Gift Aid
I want to Gift Aid this donation and any donations I make in the future or have made in the
past four years to Mission Aviation Fellowship UK. I am a UK taxpayer and understand that
if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all
my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.

To ﬁnd out more about our work and Christian values, visit www.maf-uk.org

Please return this form to:
FREEPOST RTKH–HJEY–BTJL, MAF UK, Castle
House, Castle Hill Avenue FOLKESTONE CT20 2TQ
Registered charity in England and Wales (1064598) and in Scotland (SC039107)
® Registered trademark 3026860, 3026908, 3026915

advertmedevac19q
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Special feature

DAVE KING

Keeping girls in
education
Yorkits are low-cost feminine hygiene bags, which provide a clever solution
to encourage teenage girls in developing countries not to miss out on
school.
Yorkits make a difference around the world

I

T’S been running for six years, but
the Yorkits scheme continues to
grow in popularity.
Organised by York Ainsty
Rotary, they run a series of
workshops at the Methodist Church Hall
in Copmanthorpe, four miles south-west
of York, where the volunteers produce
feminine hygiene kits.
In many developing countries, many
girls have no provision so can’t go to school
during menstruation, missing out on large
parts of their education.
“Our aim is to help the girls by
providing access to uninterrupted
schooling,” explained organiser, Issy
Sanderson.
“We run workshops and use brightly
patterned cottons to make up the low-cost
cleverly designed kits, which are packed
into attractive drawstring bags. They
typically last each girl for up to three years.
“Each kit also contains panties, a wash
cloth, a carry bag for soiled items, and
a strong polythene zip-locked bag for
washing the items in small amounts of
often scarce water.”
Over the past six years, York Ainsty
Rotary has sent the kits to 12 African
countries - Kenya, Uganda, Senegal,
Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone, Tanzania,
Malawi, Zambia, South Africa, Eswatini,
and to The Gambia. Kits have also been
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sent to India, Nepal, Myanmar and
Pakistan.
Issy added: “We have also sent kits to
refugee camps in Europe. Some of my
workshop team actually take the kits
out to the projects themselves and work
as volunteers in schools, orphanages,
community initiatives and slums.
“In all of these places, we have seedfunded schools and self-help community
groups to start making the kits themselves
out of local materials.
“In all, we have sent over 2,000 kits
overseas, and helped hundreds of women
and girls to make their own.”
Issy explained that the impact on
local communities has been tremendous.
It helps empower the girls and women
to take charge of their own menstrual
health situations. “This has also had an
unexpected positive result of reducing the
incidence of sexual abuse and childhood
pregnancies,” she added.
The volunteers gather once a month
on a Saturday in Copmanthorpe, but they
have also run workshops in York women’s
prison, the Refugee and Asylum-Seekers’
project in Middlesbrough, a women’s
refuge in Grimsby, and at the Women’s
Support Centre in York.
They also run a ‘Big Workshop’ in York
Minster once a year to make the kits,
which attracts hundreds of people from

Volunteers put together the kits

Teenage girls are returning to education

all over the UK who get involved. This is
always held in March, close to the date of
International Women’s Day.
“This, in itself, has had an amazing
impact, with 100% support from the Dean
and Chapter of York Minster, and spin-off
in local groups requesting help to start
up their own workshops,” added Issy, the
Immediate Past President of York Ainsty
Rotary.

•
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The UK’s Most Trusted
Travel Insurance!

†

Rated Excellent
based on over 80,000 Trustpilot reviews

Pre-existing medical conditions
Up to £15,000* cancellation cover
Unlimited medical expenses
No upper age limit on policies

20
off
Travel
%

‡

Insurance
Quote: ROTARY

Call our UK Contact Centres FREE

0800 069 6177
staysure.co.uk
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Christmas
& New Year
The Glebe Hotel, Warwick
Enjoy a relaxing and peaceful Christmas. Privately
owned, Georgian style hotel, with thirty-nine
bedrooms including ten feature rooms.
Leisure facilities include swimming pool,
gymnasium, steam and sauna rooms.
Seven miles from Stratford upon Avon and
three miles from Warwick. We have an
excellent reputation for our ﬁne food and our
conservatory restaurant overlooks the garden.
Three day package £369 per person
One night packages available from £155
Telephone Jayne
01926 624218

www.glebehotel.co.uk
sales@glebehotel.co.uk

LATEST NEWS FROM AROUND
GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND

SIX-FIGURE PHIL

P

HIL GODFREY has hit the six
ﬁgure fund-raising mark to ﬁght
a disease which killed his wife
four years ago.

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is an
incurable life-threatening autoimmune
condition, which causes the blood to clot
too quickly in veins, arteries and the brain.
Phil’s late wife Christine suffered from APS
for 40 years before passing away in 2015.
The Rotarian from Solihull in the West
Midlands said: “I am trying to raise the
proﬁle and awareness of the disease by
raising funds to make GPs more aware of
the condition through training.”

Phil is working in tandem with APS
Support UK. He has raised £108,000 which
has been used to fund the ﬁrst ever Royal
College of GPs’ eLearning Training to help
doctors have a greater understanding of
the syndrome.

H

“A Cat Called Smokey” was inspired by
Diana’s youngest granddaughter, Juno,
who was aged just six-years-old.
“Juno sent me a small parcel marked
‘fragile’,” explained Diana, who is a member
of Winchester Rotary.
“I took gently, from the tissue-laden box, a
small model and held in my palm what I
thought to be a cat, made lovingly by small,
young hands. Fortunately, Juno’s mother
conﬁrmed my thoughts!
“This was no ordinary cat. It was black, with
a long, upright tail, bright yellow ‘stickie out’
eyes and only three legs, all in a straight
row.
“Unfortunately, the middle leg was
shorter than the other two, creating a
problem when the poor creature tried to
stand up.
“It fell down quite a lot. I realised that I had
52 // Rotary
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The major part of the money will go into a
much-needed APS research fund.
Phil had originally planned to fund-raise
with a walk from the Scilly Isles to the
Shetlands. However, he abandoned the
attempt after 350 miles because of an
injured knee.
So his revised plan involved a ‘Round
Britain Rail Trip’ in stages, talking to as many
Rotary and Inner Wheel clubs as possible.

A CAT’S TALE
AMPSHIRE Rotarians Diana
Brooks and Allen Cobbold
have teamed up to create a
children’s book which will fund
days out for young carers.

So far, he has travelled more than 27,000
miles, spoken to more than 100 Rotary
clubs, with more planned for 2020.

For details, contact:
Phil Godfrey
philcgodfrey@btinternet.com

DRAGONS’ DEN
a disabled cat on my hands – and thereby
hangs the story.”
The story’s two main characters are called
Smokey and Tortilla, and the book has
been illustrated by fellow Rotarian, Allen
Cobbold, who works under the name of
Allen Edwards. He moved to Winchester
from Kingston Rotary.
The book, which took six months to pull
together, is now on sale and reaction
from readers has been encouraging.
“Many parents have said to me that they
have enjoyed reading it to their children,”
explained Diana.
The cost of each book is £7, without
postage, which comes to £1.97. A tenner
would cover costs and make a good
contribution to the charity.

•

For details, contact:
Mrs Diana Brooks
25 Eversley Gardens, Kings
Worthy, Winchester, SO23 7GQ
Tel: 01962 623580
Mob: 07813 891462
email: letterstodifor@gmail.com

R

OTARIANS in Kent dished out
hundreds of pounds to good
causes at a Dragons’ Den style
event.

Folkestone Rotary organised the initiative,
inviting charitable organisations to enter
the competition and demonstrate their
charitable work. The club then makes a
contribution to support their good cause.
Among those organisations taking part
were the town’s Air Cadets who wanted
£500 to buy polo shirts with the squadron
and Rotary’s logo for a common sense of
belonging when not in uniform.
The charity Touchbase Care wanted £300
to turn a piece of land into a garden which
would be maintained by young people
with additional needs to grow seasonal
vegetables.
And, among a number of schools which
took part, St Peter’s Church of England
Primary School wanted £250 to create
props for a drama production to entertain
residents of a local care home.

•
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ALL ABOARD!

VISIT BHUTAN

F

EW Rotarians will have had
the opportunity to visit
the Himalayan Kingdom
of Bhutan, because of its
remoteness and the cost of getting
there.

A

ROTARY club in East Sussex
has decided to promote itself
in a unique way – by adopting
a railway station!

Martello Rotary in Seaford has signed
a partnership agreement to adopt the
town’s railway station on the South
Downs.
It means the Rotary club will be able to
put up branding around the station to tell
rail passengers about the work it does in
the community.
A partnership agreement was recently
signed by Andy Gardner, station manager
at Seaford Station, on behalf of Govia
Thameslink Railway, and Rodney Reed,
President of Rotary Martello Seaford.
Station Partnerships are groups of
volunteers who come together to adopt a
station, in this instance Seaford Station.
Working in conjunction with the Sussex
Community Rail Partnership, the Seaford
initiative aims to make the railway station
feel more attractive and serve as a focal
point for residents and visitors.
The Seaford Station Partnership plans
to engage the community with a set of
‘Seaford Through The Ages’ murals to
brighten up the station.
There are also plans to provide ﬂower
boxes – all with Rotary branding.
Andy Gardner said he was delighted with
the partnership with Martello Rotary. He
said: “One of the pleasures of this role is
seeing bridges built between the railway
and the communities that we serve.
“I am really looking forward to the
colourful improvements that are planned,
with volunteers from the local community
helping at the station and pupils from
local schools being able to enjoy seeing
their artwork on display.”

•
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education, health and in the agricultural
sectors.
Normally, the cost of a trip to Bhutan
would fetch up to £8,000. This is due to
a tourist tax of $250 a day, plus a $65
tariff.

But now Rotarians in Great Britain &
Ireland are being invited to attend
a four-night International Rotary
conference in the Buddhist nation
which takes place from July 27th-31st
2020.

The Rotary Club of Thimphu has
arranged with the Royal Government
of Bhutan a waiver of these costs which
would put the cost of the trip close to
£2,000.

The invitation is being extended by
the Rotary Club of Thimphu, the only
Rotary club in the country.

In addition to the conference there
will be a full cultural programme, with
all transportation included, but no
mountain trekking.

According to John Gisbey from
Sandwich Rotary in Kent, and who is
working with the Bhutan Rotarians to
promote the conference, the Thimphu
club’s main focus for projects is in

•

For details, contact:
John Gisbey
john.gisbey@gmail.com
or call 0797 971 3229

CATCHING THEM YOUNG!

F

IVE-year-old Austin Brennan
became Lytham Rotary’s
youngest speaker when he told
members just why he wanted
to raise funds for deﬁbrillators in the town.
Mum Katey also came along with Austin to
the Lancashire Rotary club to talk about
the congenital heart defect - Tetralogy
of Fallot - with which Austin was born,
resulting in him undergoing major heart
surgery at three months.
The family raised funds three years ago for
a deﬁbrillator for a local play park.
And when Austin heard earlier this year
that it had saved the life of a two-year-old
girl, he asked if they could raise money for
more equipment.
Thanks to a JustGiving page and a charity
cycle ride which Austin took part in, they
have now raised funds for two further
deﬁbs to be placed in their home area of
Ansdell in Lytham.
When Lytham Rotary members were
alerted to the appeal they quickly stepped
in to make up the shortfall to purchase

one machine, but Austin didn’t want to
stop there as his success resulted in a
further boost to purchase a second one.
Members were so impressed by their
young speaker that Austin went away with
even further funds. Obviously a Rotarian
of the future.

•
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CHARITY ABSEIL MAKES £1 MILLION

T

HE £1 million landmark has
been reached from a charity
abseil off the Forth Bridge
in Scotland, which has been
organised for the past 10 years by South
Queensferry Rotary.

HOSPITAL
HANDOVER

This year, 334 intrepid volunteers dropped
165 feet from the world famous landmark
in aid of good causes.
The iconic position of the Forth Rail Bridge,
which now has World Heritage Site status,
attracts people from all over Scotland,
the UK and further aﬁeld keen, not only to
support charity, but to experience the thrill
of abseiling from one of the best-known
structures in the world.
The principle charities to beneﬁt this year
were the Edinburgh Children’s Hospital
Charity and Strathcarron Hospice. This
year’s event alone raised £120,000.
Abseilers of all ages, dressed in a range
of colourful outﬁts descended from the
bridge to the beach watched by friends and
supporters.
Safety is always the top priority and the
technical aspects of the abseil are in the

expert hands of the Glasgow Climbing
Centre. And safety on the bridge is enforced
by Balfour Beatty under the auspices of
Network Rail.
Over the years, through increasingly
sophisticated systems, efficiency has
increased, but so have the challenges facing
the organisers.
For example, due to the ever-increasing
number of cruise ship visits to Queensferry,
when abseils can’t be held because of
volume of traffic, the problem of selecting
a Sunday when the tide is right is becoming
ever more difficult.

•

LIGHTING UP BLACKPOOL

A

S one of the UK’s tourist hotspots, Blackpool brings £1.4 billion to the town’s
economy.

Now visitors to this iconic seaside resort, with the Blackpool Tower and the
illuminations overlooking the Pleasure Beach, are being welcomed by a sign
sponsored by the town’s Rotary clubs.
The four clubs, namely Blackpool, Blackpool South, Blackpool Sunrise and Blackpool
Palatine have been holding joint meetings and ventures for the last three years.
Angela Butcher, President of Blackpool Palatine admitted it wasn’t easy to make this
simple concept a reality.
Working with the Blackpool Illuminations Department, a design was agreed, keeping the
sign simple with a website contact should anyone seeing the sign wish to join Rotary, and
with each of the four clubs contributing £250 towards the cost, the go ahead was given.
Angela Butcher added: “It has been an amazing project which is now complete. Millions
of visitors view the illuminations each year so what better way to promote Rotary, for all
clubs throughout the country?
“The sign is in a prime position, chosen by the Blackpool Illuminations Department, but
sited just before the beautiful tableaux at the north end of the lights. It is a lasting legacy
created by the Blackpool clubs.”

•
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A

MAJOR Rotary-led
project to refurbish a
hospital in Uganda has
been completed with
a handover ceremony to mark the
occasion.
The Freda Carr Hospital in Ngora has
had a strong association with Rotary
in the Thames Valley.
Reading Matins Rotary was at the
forefront of a $216,000 project
to refurbish the maternity ward,
operating theatre and water tower
at the hospital, which lies in eastern
Uganda.
The project was supported by a
Global Grant from The Rotary
Foundation, with contributions
from nine Rotary clubs, ﬁve Rotary
Districts, Rotary Doctor Bank GB&I
and the Water & Sanitation Rotarian
Action Group. The key partner in
Uganda was Kampala Central Rotary.
The hospital, which was built in
the 1920s, has been the focus of a
number of Rotary Vocational Training
Team visits of UK doctors, midwives
and paediatricians.
They are committed to visiting every
six months over the next three years
to teach essential life-saving skills to
healthcare staff and students at the
Nurse Training School.

•
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For just £75, you can provide a child with nutritious meals for
an entire year! When your group hosts a Rise Against Hunger
Experience event, every volunteer can make a BIG impact by
packaging an entire box of Rise Against Hunger meals.

One box. One child. It’s just that simple.
Learn more about hosting your own
Rise Against Hunger Experience today!

riseagainsthunger.org/host

MAKING A DIFFERENCE WITH DEMENTIA

P

AST District Governor, Brenda
Parsons, has been instrumental
in creating more than 300
Dementia Friends this past year.

Brenda, who is a member of Orpington
Crofton Rotary in Kent, has been a ﬁrm
advocate of the Alzheimer’s Society
scheme, started in 2013.
During Brenda’s year as District Governor,
many clubs provided activities for those
living with dementia such as planting trees
at a dementia unit in Tenterden, organising
‘Opening Doors’ on a dementia day of
action at Rochester Cathedral, holding tea
parties for those with dementia, as well as
raising money for the Alzheimer’s Society.
Minster On Sea Rotary on the Isle of
Sheppey has supported young people in

their local secondary school where they
have been running a Dementia Café.

Intelligence technology to closely mimic
the sounds, moves and feel of a real cat.

Other clubs have been visiting companies
raising awareness and a Satellite Rotary
Club in Orpington, along with another
Orpington club have completed a series of
Memory Boxes for younger guests at the
local day centre.

“For people with dementia, cats like this
will bring great comfort and stimulation,”
said Caroline Wilson from the Leyland Day
Centre. “For some it brings back memories
of a cat they may have had in the past.

Animals are known to combat loneliness,
social isolation and supporting people living
with dementia. And while those living with
complex needs, or who live in a care home
may not be able to care for a real pet,
robotic cats are now proving to be a winner.
South Ribble Rotary in Lancashire has
donated a robot cat called Phyllis to
Leyland Day Centre. The cat is equipped
with touch sensors and Artiﬁcial

BEATING BREAST CANCER

N

ORWICH’S ﬁve Rotary clubs are working
together to support the Boudicca Breast
Cancer Appeal at the Norfolk and Norwich
University Hospital (NNUH).

The clubs have run a craft fair in Norwich, a charity walk
on the Norfolk Broads, a summer party and a Grand
Ball in Norwich.
The clubs have also partnered with the NNUH Charity,
Desira Motor Group, East Bilney Coachworks and Suzuki
UK to raffle a brand new Suzuki.
There are plans to establish a new breast cancer
assessment unit at the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital
to give potential sufferers a one-stop shop utilising the
most up-to-date diagnostic equipment.
To do this, the charity is raising £800,000 to provide
equipment and to modify the hospital. So far, the
Rotary clubs have raised around £16,000 since October
2018.
Chris Rees, President of Norwich Centenary, said “It
is great working closely with all the Norwich clubs
and we’ve all pulled together for this really important
charity.
“It’s really encouraging to see what can be done when
clubs work together – we would love other Rotarians
to support us and be in with a chance of winning this
wonderful prize.”

Pictured in the photos are representatives of the ﬁve
Norwich Rotary clubs, the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital
CEO and business leaders from Desira and East Bilney.

•
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“For health and safety reasons, having a
real cat running round the centre would
not be safe, but Phyllis is going to be a good
cat to have at the Leyland Centre.”
In Worcestershire, Worcester Vigornia
Rotary has donated a robotic cat to
Riversides School, which looks after
children with special needs.
The cat has been used in one-to-one
therapy sessions, and the feedback from
the school has been excellent.

•

PEACE PROJECT FLOURISHES

A

FTER months of
planning, a Rotaryinspired peace
garden has been
completed in Buckinghamshire.
The peace garden at Penny’s
Corner in Bourne End in
Buckinghamshire was completed
in time for the official dedication
on World Peace Day.
It was originally conceived by
Bourne End & Cookham Rotary as
a way of celebrating the centenary
of the end of the First World War,
as well as enhancing this focal
point for the village.
The Rotary club worked closely
with Wooburn & Bourne End
Parish Council, who own the
site. Plans quickly evolved to
encompass the wider aspects of
peace, since the official parish
war memorial for wreath-laying
already existed in Wooburn and
only one memorial is permitted in
each parish.
Following the demolition of the
Nags Head Hotel, it had been
cultivated as a parish open space

by former council chairman Penny
Walsh and her husband Brian.
Eventually it was bought by the
Parish Council and officially
named Penny’s Corner.
It was entirely ﬁtting then that
the Peace Garden, intended for
quiet contemplation around the
Centenary clock, became an
enhancement of this treasured
open space.
This has been a community
project, jointly ﬁnanced by the
Parish Council and Rotary, with
anonymous donations from wellwishers.
The Rotary club organised a
‘Poem for Peace’ competition for
the local community, to be held
annually, with an etched copy of
each winning entry having pride of
place on the stone plinth.
Bourne End & Cookham Rotary
was fortunate in being awarded
two grants, totalling £2,400, from
Rotary Thames Valley District
(1090) to bridge the funding
gaps. •
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Editor's letter

and ﬁnally...
with Managing Editor Dave King
editor@rotarygbi.org

Recycle your magazine

S

O, if this is the ﬁrst time you’ve
picked up a copy of Rotary
magazine, then welcome to the
end!
This month, a copy of the
magazine should have dropped through
every Rotarian’s letterbox in Great Britain
& Ireland. It’s something I have been
pushing for since becoming editor two
years ago, because I believe the magazine is
one of the best marketing tools Rotary has.
Print is dead, chorus the new-age
radicals. Everything is published on the
internet, they chime. In fact, so much of it
is at Rotary, where our digital-ﬁrst policy
ensures our website – www.rotarygbi.org
– is updated almost daily.
But guess what, print is holding its
own. Especially magazine circulations
in the UK, as more people prefer the
longer-form read. Readers love print for its
in-depth analysis, its strong use of images
and being able to switch off your laptop or
tablet to enjoy a good read.
Advertisers love it too because of print’s
longer shelf-life and greater engagement.
So don’t kill us off just yet. In fact, we’ve
only just begun!
Besides ensuring every Rotarian
receives a copy, Rotary magazine has been
selected as a suitable publication to appear
in business airport lounges in London,

Dublin, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast. It
will be distributed in Virgin Trains’ ﬁrstclass lounges and southern cruise ports.
With each issue, 5,000 magazines
will be distributed as part of Rotary’s
marketing efforts to attract new members.
In fact, when you have ﬁnished reading
your Rotary magazine, why not put a
sticker on the front cover with your club’s
details, including a contact number or
address, and deposit the latest issue in
your local library, doctor’s surgery or
community centre for others to read.
Have copies on display at events you
attend, or during meetings. Make the most
of this resource which is telling Rotary’s
story and the impact we make.
Inevitably, there has been some
backlash from the green brigade, who
believe we shouldn’t bother with a
magazine at all, but post everything online
and save the planet.
One charming Rotarian described
Rotary magazine as “a waste of money and
trees”, adding: “I am afraid that in light of
the high proﬁle that attends to the issue of
global warming and the limited resources
of our planet, this sort of action only
reinforces the image of Rotary as an out of
touch even anachronistic organisation.”
At Rotary magazine, we take our
environmental responsibilities very

seriously, as does the publishing industry
globally. We are environmentally-friendly,
acutely aware of the carbon footprint
Rotary magazine has at every point of the
supply chain.
We are reducing the environmental
impact by using Forest Stewardship
Council certiﬁed paper, which is 100%
recyclable, along with the recycled poly
wrap you received with this magazine.
We use sustainable inks, and distribute
the magazine using a scheme called
‘downstream access’. With each issue,
Rotary magazine goes to central sorting
offices, which reduces carbon emissions as
fewer transportation trips are required.
Perish the day when the printed word
is no longer available. As someone who is
currently teaching journalists of the future,
my biggest challenge is students’ literacy
levels, pulling them away from the dreary
text-speak world of digital media.
Read a book, read a newspaper, read a
magazine, I tell them.
So please, help Rotary protect the
environment for future generations by
recycling your magazine, by either giving
it to someone, or by popping it into your
recycling bin. And in doing so, use Rotary
magazine as a marketing tool to tell the
Rotary story and grow your club.
The message is - Read it & Leave it!

•
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WITH OUR CAR AND HOME INS
URANCE,
IT’S THE PRICE THAT’S FIXED...

NOT YOU!
Stop the clock on rising premiums with Saga’s
3-year fixed price feature on both car and home
insurance policies. When you buy from us, the price
you pay this year will stay the same for the next two
renewals, as long as nothing changes.

Our 3-year fixed price cover is as straightforward
as it sounds, but there are a few T&Cs, for example
the price will change if you upgrade your Mini to a
Maserati or make a claim. Find out more at
www.saga.co.uk/rotary.

This doesn’t mean you’re stuck with us for three years
though – you could always move on at renewal time.
But with our high-quality cover, including valuable
extras such as motor legal protection on car policies
and accidental damage cover with home insurance,
why would you?

Saga’s car and home insurance policies are unique
products designed by us specifically for our customers.
They are underwritten by a number of carefully
selected insurers that, like us, are committed to
providing high standards of quality and service.

Over 50? Get your 3-year fixed price quote for
car or home insurance direct from us today

www.saga.co.uk/rotary
0800 015 5234
Lines open 8.30am-8pm weekdays,
9am-5pm weekends.
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“Water is very essential for
life. If water is not clean,
we cannot be healthy. We
cannot clean ourselves. We
cannot clean the toilet. If
there is clean water, we could
concentrate more on our
studies rather than these
sorts of basic problems.
Superficially, it looks very
simple. But it has a very deep
effect on our lives.”

Climate change
is water change
Aspara lives in a remote part of Nepal, an area significantly
threatened by changes to the environment. Access to clean water,
toilets and good hygiene is a daily struggle. But over the course
of the next three years, we plan to repair and rebuild 30 broken
water systems in Aspara’s district, reaching 6,000 people.
But we can’t do it alone. Can your club help us?
Pledge to raise £1,000 or more towards our Nepal project, and
we’ll send you and your club biannual reports on how your
support is transforming lives in one of the most remote areas of
the world.
Together, we can spark lasting change with access to clean water,
decent toilets and good hygiene. Together, we can ensure Aspara,
and many others like her in Nepal, realise their potential.

Call 0207 793 4594 or email Jade on
community@wateraid.org to find out more.
Registered charity numbers 288701 (England and Wales) and SC039479 (Scotland)

